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Abstract
A numerical and experimental investigation of the shock-IGV (inlet guide vane) interac-
tion in a transonic compressor is conducted at the Laboratoire de Thermique Ap-
pliquée et de Turbomachines (LTT) at the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne (EPFL).
The objective of the presented research work is to determine
• the impact of the upstream propagating shock pattern of an axial transonic com-
pressor rotor on an aerodynamically loaded IGV and
• the influence of this interacting process on the compressor flow field for different
operating points and aerodynamic setups.
For the approach to the subject, a literature review shed light on the different research
efforts over the past years.
A large numerical study is conducted including the work with two different flow solvers.
• A numerical 3D transient analysis (commercial code) was conducted in order to
provide information about the influence of the axial spacing on the overall mass
flow through the stage.
• A numerical Q-3D transient analysis (industry owned code) on one streamline at a
constant rotor inlet Mach number is performed in order to compare the shock-IGV
interaction for different vane types similar to what is known in literature.
• A semi-analytical model was developed in order to evaluate in a fast approach the
impact of a rotor bow shock on an upstream situated vane.
The results of the numerical investigation can be summarized as following:
• The overall results of this investigation show that the upstream vane of a transonic
compressor rotor transforms the rotor forcing function into an excitation with vane
shape depending orientation and force. The time averaged flow field of the IGV
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does not show a measurable change of the exit flow angle due to the shock-IGV
interaction for the studied operating points and axial distances.
• The 3D transient calculations do not show any influence of the examined axial
spacing between vane and blade on the mass flow rate through the stage.
• The results of the Q3D analysis are compared with the semi-analytic approach and
the measurements, both showing with some restrictions good accordance to the
model. The results of the numerical investigation give an accurate prediction of the
transient aerodynamic load of the upstream vane.
• An analytic tool was developed which uses three input parameters,
– the rotor relative inlet Mach number,
– the stagger angle of the rotor and
– the axial spacing between vane and rotor
in order to provide an estimation of the amplitude of the pressure variation on the
upstream situated vane.
An extensive modification of the existing test facility of the LTT precedes the experimental
study. The main steps of the approach are:
• A subsonic axial compressor test facility was modified to allow test runs at transonic
rotor inlet conditions. A perfect leak tightness of the closed circuit was accomplished
to enable its operation in heavy gas. Heavy gases like refrigerants have been used
in many studies for compressor testing. While respecting certain restrictions during
the use of heavy gas, a reduction of operation and manufacturing costs of the facility
is beneficial. A high molecular weight of the gas reduces the sonic speed to the half
of that of air thus reducing the dimension and the rotational speed of the rotor
significantly and consequently reduces the demand in the material quality of the
blading.
• A 1.5 stage transonic compressor had been designed and manufactured for the heavy
gas (R134a) in a first step. Preliminary measurements showed that the influence of
the downstream stator makes it difficult to separate the influence of shock-IGV in-
teraction on the compressor flow field from loss generation mechanisms downstream
of the rotor. Thus, the stator was removed and measurements were conducted in a
one stage transonic compressor.
• Modifications on the construction of the testing setup are done in a way that the
distance between IGV and rotor can be varied by means of spacers. Thus the flow
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can be determined for up to four different axial distances at varying rotational speed
for different operating points. For transonic operation the time-dependent load of
the IGV (inlet guide vane) due to the forcing function of the rotor bow shock was
recorded with a high speed data acquisition system.
The results of the experimental investigation can be summarized as following:
• No influence of the axial spacing on the efficiency and the mass flow was observed
in the investigation. The operation characteristics remained equal between the
minimum and the maximum vane-blade spacing.
• The measured global values of the stage are close to the values the design was made
for, although the overall efficiency was generally lower than predicted.
• The experimental results of the pressure variation on the upstream vane agree well
with the predicted values.
The study in general showed a good matching between the numerical and the experimental
investigation taking into account a rotor blade shape which is not optimized to the ex-
tend. The shock-vane interaction is responsible for an excitation of the entire vane blade.
With decreasing distance between the rotor leading edge and and vane trailing edge the
excitation increases. The strength and orientation of the reflected shock/pressure wave
part depends upon the vane shape.
A more sophisticated design of the rotor blade shape should be in the focus of further
investigations using this test facility at transonic rotor inlet conditions.
Within this investigation a tool was developed in order to predict the load variation on
the vane driven by the transient rotor forcing function. The tool maps the fact that the
pressure on the vane surface oriented against rotational direction of the rotor exceeds the
pressure of the passage shock due to the amplification effect of the reflection of the shock
on a surface. Its possible application not only for compressors but also for turbine related
topics should be an objective for similar investigations.
Key Words
transonic axial compressor, unsteady aerodynamics, shock-vane interaction
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Zusammenfassung
Am Laboratoire de Thermique Appliquée et de Turbomachines (LTT) der Eco-
le Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) wurde eine Untersuchung der
Stoss/Vorleitreihen-Wechselwirkung eines transsonischen Verdichters durchgeführt.
Das Ziel der Arbeit ist wie folgt definiert.
• Ermittlung des Einflusses des sich stromaufwärtsbewegenden Stossmusters eines
transsonischen Verdichters auf die mittlere Belastung der stromaufwärtsliegenden
Vorleitreihe.
• Ermittlung des Einflusses dieser Wechselwirkung auf das Strömungsfeld des Ver-
dichters.
Zu Beginn der Arbeit wird die aktuelle Literatur zu diesem Thema vorgestellt. Im Rahmen
dieser Arbeit kommen zwei verschiedene Strömungslöser zum Einsatz. Es handelt sich
hierbei um ein kommerzielles CFD Programm (TASCFlow) sowie eine Entwicklung aus
dem Labor der ABB Power Generation (Baden CH).
• Eine numerische 3D-Studie (zeitabhängig) wird zur Untersuchung des Axialspaltes
zwischen Rotor und IGV(Inlet Guide Vane / Vorleitreihe) und dessen Einfluss auf
den Massendurchsatz durchgeführt.
• Eine weitere numerische Studie (zeitabhängig) wird auf einer Stromlinie durchge-
führt, um den Unterschied zwischen verschiedenen Geometrien von Vorleitreihen
bei gleich bleibendem Rotorprofil, Anströmungsrichtung und Geschwindigkeit und
damit auch dem Stossmuster analysieren zu können.
• Ein halb-analytisches Modell wurde aufgebaut, um die Auswirkungen der Stoss-
Vorleitreihenwechselwirkung auf die Belastung der Vorleitreihe ermitteln zu können.
Die Ergebnisse der numerischen Studie lauten wie folgt:
• Das globale Ergebnis der numerischen Untersuchung zeigt, dass die vom Rotor aus-
gehenden, stromaufwärts bewegenden Druckschwankungen durch die Reflexion an
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der Oberfläche der Vorleitreihe zu einer Anregung der Vorleitreihe führen, deren
Kraft und Richtung von der Form der Leitschaufel abhängig ist.
• Die 3D Studie zeigt keinen Einfluss des untersuchten Axialabstands zwischen Vor-
leitreihe und Rotor auf den mittleren Massendurchsatz der Stufe.
• Die Ergebnisse der Q3D Studie werden mit den Messungen verglichen und zeigen
gute Übereinstimmung.
• Ein halb-analytisches Modell wurde entwickelt, welches mit drei Randbedingungen
– Relative Eintrittsgeschwindigkeit am Rotor
– Vorleitreihenwinkel
– Axialabstand zwischen Rotor und Vorleitreihe
eine gute Abschätzung der Druckvariation auf der Vorleitreihenoberfläche liefert.
Den Versuchen zu dieser Arbeit ging ein umfassender Umbau des bestehenden Ver-
suchsaufbaus voran.
• Der subsonische Verdichterprüfstand des Labors wurde mit dem Ziel umgebaut,
transsonische Strömungen untersuchen zu können. Eine absolute Dichtigkeit des ge-
schlossenen Kreislaufs ist notwendig, um den Betrieb der Anlage mit einem schweren
Gas zu ermöglichen. Durch den Einsatz eines schweren Gases mit einem höheren Mo-
lekulargewicht (R134a) kann die Schallgeschwindigkeit im Medium bis auf die Hälfte
der Schallgeschwindigkeit von Luft reduziert werden. Daraus resultierende Vortei-
le sind ausserdem, dass die Materialien (Rotor) niedrigeren Belastungen ausgesetzt
sind und weniger Leistung zum Betrieb der Anlage benötigt wird.
• Ein 1.5 stufiger Verdichter wurde für die Gaseigenschaften von R134a entwickelt und
gefertigt. Erste Messungen zeigten, dass der Einfluss des stromabwärts liegenden
Stators auf die Gesamtverluste nicht hinreichend genau erfasst werden konnte. Aus
diesem Grund wird der Stator für die weiteren Untersuchungen entfernt.
• Die Modifikationen am Aufbau der Stufe ermöglichen es vier unterschiedliche Axi-
alabstände zwischen Vorleitreihe und Rotor zu untersuchen.
• Während der Untersuchungen mit Überschallanströmung werden die instationären
Drücke auf der Oberfläche der Vorleitreihe mit einem Hochgeschwindigkeitsdaten-
erfassungssystem aufgezeichnet.
Die Ergebnisse der experimentellen Untersuchung können wie folgt zusammengefasst wer-
den:
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• Der Einfluss des Axialspalts auf den Wirkungsgrad und den Massendurchsatz der
Stufe konnte nicht festgestellt werden. Die charakteristischen Kurven durch die ge-
messenen Betriebspunkte verlaufen für den minimalen sowie den maximalen Axial-
abstand annähernd identisch.
• Die gemessenen globalen Werte der Stufe decken sich weitestgehend mit den Ausle-
gungsdaten der Stufe. Der Wirkungsgrad bleibt hinter den Erwartungen der Ausle-
gung zurück.
• Die Variation der Druckschwankungen auf der Oberfläche der Vorleitreihen verläuft
ähnlich den Erkenntnissen aus der numerischen Untersuchung.
Die Arbeit zeigt im Wesentlichen die gute Übereinstimmung der experimentellen mit den
numerischen Ergebnissen. Die Wechselwirkung zwischen dem Stoss und der Vorleitreihe
führt zu einer starken Anregen der Vorleitreihe mit der Blattfolgefrequenz sowie der Har-
monischen dieser Frequenz. Mit abnehmendem Abstand nimmt diese Anregung zu. Die
Stärke der Stossfront sowie der an der Oberfläche der Schaufel reflektierte Teil des Stosses
nimmt abhängig von der Profilform der Vorleitreihe unterschiedlich schnell ab.
Die Geometrie des Rotors bedarf im Hinblick auf weiterführende Studien der Optimie-
rung, um letztendlich die Werte der Auslegung bezüglich des Wirkungsgrades und des
Totaldrucks zu erreichen.
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde ein Modell zur einfachen Ermittlung der Druckamplitude
an der Vorleitreihe auf Grund der Stosswechselwirkung entwickelt. Das Model berück-
sichtigt das Abklingen der Stossstärke mit zunehmendem Abstand vom Rotor und die
Tatsache der Verstärkung des Stosses durch Reflexion an der Oberfläche der Vorleitreihe.
Der mögliche Einsatz des Modells für ähnliche Bereiche der Stoss-Oberflächen Wechsel-
wirkung in Gasturbinen sollte Ziel weiterer Untersuchungen sein.
Key Words
transsonischer Axialverdichter, instationäre Aerodynamik, Stoss-Leitreihen Wechselwir-
kung
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Nomenclature
Latin
A [m2] surface
c [m] chord
cp [ JkgK ] specific heat capacity - p. const
cv [ JkgK ] specific heat capacity - v. const
f [Hz] frequency
g [m] blade passage width
h [ J
kgK
] enthalpy
F [N] force
h [ J
kg
] enthalpy
m˙ [kg
s
] mass flow
M [-] Mach number
n [rpm] rotational speed
P [Watt] power
p [hPa] pressure
r [m] radius
R [ J
kgK
] gas constant
s [ J
K
] entropy
t [s] time
t [m] blade spacing
u [m
s
] circumferential flow speed
T [°C,K] Temperature
V [m
s
] flow speed
x/c [%] chord length in
Greek
α [°] absolute flow angle
β [°] relative flow angle
β expansion coefficient
η [-] efficiency
Π [-] pressure ratio
ρ [ kg
m3
] density
σ [-] solidity
κ [-] ratio of heat capacities
µ [ kg
ms
] dynamic viscosity
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Nomenclature
Superscript
ˆ post shock value
Subscript
0 initial condition
1 condition upstream of IGV
2 condition downstream IGV / upstream of rotor
3 condition downstream of rotor
c total condition in absolute system
w total condition in relative system
s value on blade surface
t constant temperature
th thermic
cor for corrected
in stage inlet conditions
is isentropic
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Nomenclature
Abbreviations
2D two dimensional
3D three dimensional
AC alternating current - also used for the alternating portion of a signal
BPF blade passage frequency
CAN bus communication standard
CFD computational fluid dynamics
CFX company name
(U)DAQ (unsteady) data acquisition
DC direct current - also used for the stationary portion of a signal
DLR Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt
EO engine order
FF forcing funktion
FF2 square of forcing function
FFT fast fourier transformation
FS full scale
GPIB bus communication standard
HCF high cycle fatigue
I incident shock
IGV inlet guide vane
iFFT inverse fast fourier transformation
LE leading edge
NI National Instruments
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
OP 1-3 operating point
PS pressure side
Q3D quasi three dimensional
R reflected shock
SP 1-3 speed line
SS suction side
TASCFLOW software name
TCP/IP network protocol
TE trailing edge
WG wake generator
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1 Introduction
The first chapter of the present work describes the mechanism of blade row interaction
in turbomachines. A special emphasis is made on the interaction between shocks and the
aerodynamic structure in shock tubes, cascades and in rotating machinery like transonic
compressors. The need for permanent increase of pressure ratio in compressor stages and
the related reasons for investigations in this field are explained. A brief literature review
summarizes the current research activities in this domain which yielded the objective of
the present research work and the approach for the ongoing project.
1
1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Today’s gas turbine manufacturers are seeking forward to increase the thermal efficiency
of their machines. In order to meet this demand, the pressure level at the compressor
exit has to be increased together with the turbine inlet temperature. The relationship of
these two parameters is expressed in the equation for the thermal efficiency ηth = et−ekq ,
where et, ek and q are the specific work done by the compressor and obtained by the
turbine, divided by the heat put into the system, indicating an optimum pressure ratio
for a specified turbine inlet temperature Tin sketched in figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Gas turbine efficiency over pressure ratio for different turbine inlet tempera-
tures
The maximum pressure ratio possible to obtain in one compressor vane or blade is limited
by the diffusion number. This value represents an indicator for a maximum possible
diffusion (increase of static pressure) in one blade or vane row. Having maximized that
parameter, only an increase of number of stages of the compressor would yield a higher
outlet pressure. As consequence the length of the entire engine as well as the total number
of parts for the machine would increase. This approach is limited due to the mechanical
integrity of the rotor shaft and the increasing costs for additional stages. As described by
Steffens and Schäﬄer [45] compression systems in gas turbines represent already up to 60
% of the entire machine length accounting for 50% of the total manufacturing and 30%
of the total maintainance costs. Consequently a decreased number of stages yielding to a
smaller number of parts being manufactured and to be maintained is the major objective
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in modern compressor design. Gas turbine manufacturers therefore tend to build transonic
stages for the front part of modern compression systems. Once the relative inlet flow speed
(indicated as w in figure 1.2) of the compressor rotor exceeds Mach = 1 , its flow field is
dominated by a shock that manifests itself in the blade passage. In this context transonic
refers to the situation where the inlet flow is partially subsonic in the hub region but
becoming supersonic with increasing radial location.
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of three typical compressor absolute and relative flow speed con-
ditions
The shock is an efficient mechanism through which compression can occur and it is respon-
sible for the bulk of pressure rise to be obtained in transonic and supersonic compressor
blade rows.
Indeed, aircraft engine manufacturers build engines with increased rotor speeds to meet
the demands for higher mass flow and a higher pressure ratio thus reaching supersonic
flow conditions. Figure 1.3 illustrates the regions of a modern flight gas turbine indicating
regions with transonic or even supersonic flow conditions. However industrial gas turbine
manufacturers cannot increase the rotor speed as this value is determined by the 50 or 60
Hz of the current electric network.
In new generation compression systems, supersonic flow conditions are reached in the tip
section of the first and second rotor disk because of the increased inlet diameter of the gas
turbine. The shape and position of the shock depends on several parameters such as blade
geometry, the incidence angle and the flow speed ahead of the profile which itself depends
on the operating point. Regions of expansion waves appear between adjacent shocks and
guarantee the condition for periodicity in the circumferential direction. Ferri [58] pointed
out that the changes in flow angle across a shock wave are exactly compensated by an
equal negative change in deviation across the accompanying expansion wave. The shock
is often visualized in 2D planes as a discrete line representing an discontinuity in the flow
field however his nature is purely 3D. The shock-expansion wave system generated by the
rotor is not limited to the blade passage and propagates upstream. In rotating blade rows
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Figure 1.3: PW6000 - flight gas turbine for Airbus A318
the shock represents a time depending flow phenomenon with an impact on the engine.
The main interest in turbomachine research over the last years was particularly focused
on such time dependent flow phenomena. On one side the engine operational issues such
as structural response and the aerodynamic instabilities are the driving reasons. There is
an evident link between these phenomena and operational limits of a turbomachine. On
the other side work was driven by the interest in the fluid motions in turbomachines with
a possible influence on machine performance.
1.2 State of the Art
A better understanding of the flow through a turbomachine is important to overcome the
challenges encountered during the design and operation of today’s improved high perfor-
mance gas turbine engines. Experimental research in this field is carried out in cascades
and rotating test facilities. Cascades have the advantage of reducing the complexity of the
flow phenomena to a 2D world, having a lack of possibilities creating real operating con-
ditions. Compressor testing at real or close to real boundary conditions are complex and
suffer under the problem getting resolved the different flow phenomena and quantifying
their participation for the goal function. The current review is focusing on unsteady blade
row interaction and particularly on shock-stator interaction. The two principal types of
blade row interaction mechanisms in compressors are referred to as Stator-Rotor In-
teraction focusing on wake interaction and as Rotor-Stator Interaction regarding
potential effects and at transonic conditions the shock-stator interaction.
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As a blade rotates, it experiences a higher pressure and higher velocity flow field between
upstream stator rows, and a lower pressure and lower velocity flow field as it moves into
the wake region directly behind an upstream stator, see Figure 1.4. The forcing func-
tion consists of alternating high-low total pressure impacting on the rotor blade surface,
thereby producing periodic forces and moments, which subsequently stress the blades.
The effect is known in literature as high-cycle fatigue (HCF) problem. The interaction
becomes extremely damaging if the blade passing frequency coincides with a eigenfre-
quency of the rotor blade. The product of rotational speed times the number of vanes is
the blade passing frequency (BPF).
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Figure 1.4: Stator-Rotor interaction
At subsonic relative velocities, the rotor unsteady upstream propagating potential flow
field (PFF) interacts with the wakes shed from the upstream stator; see Figure 1.5(a).
The PFF is generated by the local acceleration and deceleration of the incoming flow
around the rotor blade geometry. The PFF propagates upstream at an angle toward the
rotation direction. For transonic relative rotor flow speeds bow shocks form just upstream
of the leading edge of the rotor blades and propagate upstream; see Figure 1.5(b). These
passing shocks impinge on the upstream stator surface, possibly affecting not only the
aerodynamic performance of the stator, but also its structural integrity, a point that has
been experimentally investigated in numerous works. Studying these mechanisms, the
profile designer deduces his design rules for the axial spacing between blade and vane
rows. The BPF the stator vane sees is calculated as the product of rotational speed times
the number of rotor blades.
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Among others, a publication by Smith [60] concerns the axial spacing between rotor
and stator at subsonic conditions. The presented experimental results from a four-stage
compressor demonstrate that reducing the axial spacing between rotor and stator in the
multistage compressor increases the pressure ratio and efficiency for a given flow coeffi-
cient. According to Smith the resulting performance gain was partially a result of inviscid
wake defect reduction due to inviscid stretching referred to as wake recovery. By reduc-
ing the blade-row axial spacing, the stator wake is captured earlier by the rotor allowing
to admit more with the core flow by means of inviscid wake stretching than by viscous
dissipation. Layachi [2] highlighted the influence of the indexing (or clocking) position
of the downstream stator on the performance gain in subsonic compressors. This pa-
rameter is directly linked to the axial spacing and of higher importance for a repeating
stage concept where equal number of vanes exist in successive rows. Values for the typical
blade row spacing had been primarily determined by structural and mechanical reasons
among others by Valkov [67] stating between 20 and 40 % of blade chords for actual core
compressors.
When reaching supersonic conditions the interaction mechanism changes as prescribed
above and until now the mechanism of shock-stator interaction has not been resolved nor
are any design rules for the axial spacing in transonic compressors available, although
related investigations started in the early 80ies.
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Figure 1.5: Rotor-Stator Interaction
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1.2.1 Cascade Investigations
An early work related to this research topic was done by Favrat [1] in 1976. The testing
was performed with the objective to simulate the flow conditions experienced by stator
blades in an axial compressor with supersonic relative Mach numbers at the inlet to the
downstream embedded rotors. A single moving normal shock introduced at the exit of the
shock tube simulated the bow shock from a downstream rotor. The shock was generated
using a shock tube. The shock was diffracted and reflected on a vane cascade simplified
as a flat plate. Figure 1.6 shows three extracted single shots of a series describing the
evolution of the shock wave propagating from right to left with the presence of the main
subsonic flow from the left to the right. The experiment showed, that the interaction
direction of shock propagation
incoming shock wave reflected shock wave
diffracted shock wave oblique shock generator
Figure 1.6: Schlieren images of shock-"flat plate" interaction
of the shock with the body caused transient variation of the static pressure around the
plate. Knowing about these dissimilar conditions on both sides the author predicted
unsteady forces for this blade, together with torsional and flexional variable moments,
with a resulting mean force causing a deflection of the flow field. Following these results,
Suter and Bölcs [17] defined the parameters for increasing unsteadiness on the upstream
vanes as following:
• The increasing strength of the bow shock.
• The decreasing axial spacing between the blade rows.
• The decreasing angle between blade surface and shock front.
• The decreasing Mach number of the flow in the concerned channel.
• The increasing solidity.
A similar experiment was recently conducted by Langford et al. [35] in a linear cascade.
Experiments were conducted in a blow-down wind tunnel with a nominal inlet Mach
number of 0.65. Similar to the experiments of Favrat a single upstream moving shock
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was generated outside of the wind tunnel. Pressure measurements indicated that the
stator matched its design intent loading, turning and loss under steady flow conditions.
Effects of the passing shock on the stator flow-field were investigated using shadow graph
photography and Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (DPIV). Measurements were taken
for three different shock strengths. In each case, the passing shock induced a vortex
around the trailing edge of the stator.
incoming shock wave
diffracted shock wave
reflected shockwave vortex
Figure 1.7: Shadowgraph images of Shock-stator interaction
Figure 1.7 shows the evolution of a shock wave coming from the upper right to lower left
with a main flow field from left to the right. Once the shock hits the trailing edge of the
stator, a vortex is created leaving the geometry with elapsing time. The size and strength
of these vortices were directly related to the shock strength. A suction side separation
on the trailing edge of the stator was observed and found to correlate with the vortex
blockage. The experiments of Favrat and Langford et al. were both using shock tubes
to create a upstream propagating shock which in fact varies somewhat from the rotor
leading edge shock structure in current transonic compressors. The leading edge shocks
from transonic rotors produce the same rapid rise in static pressure, but they are followed
by an expansion wave which lowers the static pressure and turns the flow in order to
maintain circumferential periodicity [59], [58].
1.2.2 Stage Investigations
Experimental stage investigations had been carried out in various test rigs with mainly 1.5
stages. The first presented issue is the shock strut interaction in a transonic compressors
called SMI, the Stage Matching Investigation rig of the U.S. Air Force. The strut had been
designed with the intent to create a representative wake of a stator row without adding
any turning to the incoming flow. Special attention had been paid to the behaviour of the
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large wake, passing the shock and the changing of the boundary layer around the IGV.
The effects of blade row spacing on the measured performance of a transonic compressor
has been investigated by different research teams working on this test rig, guided by Koch
et al. [68] and Gorrell et al. [3] [4]. Koch et al. revealed with their investigation in the
SMI rig several issues
• The upstream travelling unsteady pressure fluctuations are significant.
• The rotor bow shock dominates the pressure variation on the strut.
• Changes in axial spacing effects the magnitude and the character of the aerodynamic
loading.
• The viscous dissipation of the unsteady effects was over-predicted in numerical anal-
ysis.
• The higher harmonic contribution of the unsteady pressure variations is significant
to understand the transonic compressor flow physics.
Gorrell et al. analysed the performance of the engine with 12 and 24 installed wake
generators and three different axial spacings - close, mid and far. In the following the
wake generators are called struts.
(a) Results showing the engine configuration
with 12 and 24 struts
A
B
C
(b) Results with configuration 24 vanes show-
ing three points of interest in the compressor
map.
Figure 1.8: Results obtained from Gorrell et. al [3] on the SMI rig
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12 strut configuration (figure 1.8(a))
• For the 12 strut configuration the close and mid spacing performance were nearly
identical.
• The choking mass flow rate was highest for the far spacing.
• The far spacing efficiency and pressure ratio were consistently higher than that of
the mid and the close spacing
24 strut configuration (figure 1.8(a) and 1.8(b))
• The choking mass flow rate decreased with reduced blade-row axial spacing. See
point A in figure 1.8(b).
• For the 24 strut configuration the far spacing pressure ratio and efficiency charac-
teristics were consistently higher than that of close and mid spacing. See points B
and C in figure 1.8(b).
The origin of this performance loss was at a first guess attributed to the size of the wake
downstream of the struts. This data had later been compared with numerical results
obtained from calculation with the MSU-TURBO [4] code and the performance loss had
been finally attributed to the chopped part of a bow shock propagating upstream.
(a) Static pressure plot presented by Gorrell in
2002 using 500k nodes ,[4]
(b) Entropy flux contours presented by Gorrell
in 2005 using 1700k nodes , [7]
Figure 1.9: Numerical Results of Stage Interaction in SMI rig with different spacial grid
resolution
Figure 1.9(a) shows results from numerical analysis with the pressure wave being present
on the upper surface of the strut ("wake generator"). Although the shock coming from the
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rotor is oblique, it turns, after the interaction with the trailing edge of the wake generator,
to a position normal to the surface and produces therefore an important entropy rise. In
2005 Gorrell [7] presented a new numerical analysis of the same case with a finer grid
(Fig. 1.9(b)) and DPIV measurements in between strut and rotor deducing a further
theory about the interaction mechanisms. According to this, a shock triggered vortex
leaving the trailing edge of the strut is responsible for the missing performance and the
reduced pressure ratio and mass flow at close spacing. The work shows also two DPIV
images underlining these results. The unsteady pressure field on the upstream stator
generated by the transonic compressor had been examined by Sanders and Fleeter [36]
at Purdue University. They determined the pressure variation to be 3.5 times larger
than at subsonic operation speed resulting in an unsteady aerodynamic vane loading
reaching 6.5 times the level of the subsonic conditions. The impact of the shock with
the trailing edge in the Purdue Compressor Test Rig caused the trailing edge stagnation
point to move periodically from the pressure to suction surfaces of the IGV resulting in
a periodic formation and collapse of a separation bubble in this region. They observed
higher harmonics generated by non-linear interaction at transonic conditions which are
a potential source of excitation to higher order vibration modes that could lead to High
Cycle Fatigue failure of the thin trailing edges. Ottavy et al. [41], [42] presented in
their work L2F measurements of the shock IGV wake interaction. It was concluded that
the shock wave had a much larger effect on the IGV wake than the remainder of the
flow. Upstream of the shock wave, the IGV wake depth was reduced and the wake was
turned in flow direction, a result of the rotor suction side curvature and the appropriate
expansion wave. Downstream of the shock the wave was turned back. Similar to the
results from Langford et al. [35] they observed a vortex separation behind the TE of the
vane, triggered by rotor bow shock.
Analysis of the Transient Vane Load
Having analysed the data from the SMI rig, a notable observation was made by Bölcs
[19]. In his recently published book he presented an analysis of transient signals on the
vane surface explaining the reason of the performance collapse of the SMI rig as presented
in figure 1.8(a). He analysed the signal of 8 pressure transducers mounted on the two
sides at one specific height of one strut of the SMI rig as sketched in figure 1.10. For one
cycle of pressure oscillation he determined the forces on the strut surface and stated a
resulting force in the opponent direction of the rotational direction of the rotor blades.
Following the potential flow theory the lift of a vane (such as the resulting force) must
yield a turning of the flow between inlet and outlet of the vane in the opposite direction
of the lift. Consequently a inverted flow exit angle behind the vane will change the rotor
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Figure 1.10: Pressure oscillation on the surface of a strut upstream of a transonic rotor.
inlet condition yielding a mismatch of the engine’s operating point which agrees well
with the observation of a performance loss related to a low axial spacing (according to
measurements on the SMI rig) made by Koch et al. [68].
1.2.3 Numerical Investigation
Several purely numerical investigations have been done in the field of shock-IGV interac-
tion, among which the most promising is the work conducted by Zachcial and Nürnberger
[34]. They analysed one sub- and one supersonic operation point with time-accurate two
dimensional Navier-Stokes calculations for three axial spacings. Highly refined meshed
have been used in order to capture adequately the boundary layer and wake flow.
The stator losses decrease with increasing axial spacing between stator and rotor due
to a reduction of the potential blade row interaction. The opposite trend of the rotor
losses between both operating points correlates with the trend in stage efficiency. For
both operating point a clockwise rotating vortex pattern near the the rotor suction side
was recognized. The influence of the two operation points on the rotor boundary layer is
visualized in figure 1.11 and can be summarized as following:
• subsonic operating point: The vortex jet near the suction side of the rotor leads
to a temporary deceleration of the boundary layer flow. Therefore the averaged skin
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friction coefficient decreases.
• transonic operating point: The clockwise rotating vortex at this operating point
reduces the separation of the boundary layer flow.
The analysis of the entropy distribution downstream of the rotor has shown that the
observed phenomenon has a larger influence on the transonic operating point than the
subsonic operating point.
They speculated that the presence of the counter clock rotating vortex near the suction
side is not only a phenomenon unique to the examined case and referenced on experimental
investigation made by Sanders and Fletter [36].
Figure 1.11: Loss limiting effect of vortices
1.2.4 Shock Decay and Unsteady Load Model
In order to predict unsteady vane loading due to shock-IGV interaction and its effects on
the surrounding flow field, it is necessary to estimate the local dominating parameters. A
first parameter to be discussed, is the propagation of shock waves upstream of transonic
compressor blades. To be able to estimate its influence, the decay of shock wave strength
in upstream direction must be determined.
The second important parameter is the over-pressure generating mechanism having its
origin in the reflection and diffraction of shock waves on surfaces, depending upon the
angle between surface and incoming shock wave.
Shock Decay Model for an Isolated Rotor: Two different approaches were presented
by Hawkings [70] in order to asses the propagation of sound emitted by a rotor operating
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at supersonic tip speed. Experimental evidence on multiple tone generation suggests that
linearised acoustics [71] is inadequate to describe this phenomenon. According to linear
theory a rotor operating at supersonic tip speed emits only strong discrete tones propagat-
ing at constant amplitude along the duct. Assuming identical blades, only the harmonics
of the BPF would appear. A machining tolerance will lead to different blade shapes thus
adding multiple of the rotational frequency. Nevertheless the harmonics of the BPF will
still dominate and the amplitude remains constant along the duct. Measurements per-
formed by Sofrin and Picket [72] within the inlet duct of transonic fans where analysed
and disproved acoustic theory. The overall amplitude of the acoustic signal decays with
increasing distance from the rotor as well as the spectral content of the signal changes.
At first view this appears to be unexpected, because only harmonics of the BPF should
be generated.
Instead, the phenomenon should be regarded as propagation and generation of a weak
shock wave rather than continuous sound wave generation. The supersonic part of every
blade of a transonic fan generates a shock wave at its leading edge. Theses shocks are
rotor locked and produce, when recorded in the stationary frame ahead of the rotor, a
typical sawtooth pattern. Because of non-linearity and the dissipation inside the shock
waves its strength diminish with increasing distance from the rotor showing a decay rate
of roughly 1
x
.
This spectral evolution can be explained by the fact that the velocity of a shock wave
increases with its strength. Imagine all rotor blades would be of identical shape, conse-
quently the shock waves at their tips would all travel at the same speed. Now consider
that one sole shock is slightly stronger. The stronger shock would travel faster and catch
up the one ahead. The superposition of these would continue catching the other shocks
until only one shock in the system would remain. This phenomenon is known from the
sonic boom generation where all minor shock waves generated by the sonic aircraft run
into the head or the tail shock. Assuming a non perfect similarity between the blades
of a transonic rotor due to tolerances in manufacturing, a steady degeneration from an
initially regular to a complete irregular shock pattern can be explained. This accounts
for the transfer of spectral energy and the uniqueness of each transonic stage’s signature.
A simple mathematical solution for this model is described and compared with numerical
results in chapter 4.6.2.
Unsteady Load Model: Johan von Neumann [50] and in parallel Polachek and Seeger
[47] analysed the reflection of shock waves in shock tubes. They stated two basic type
of shock surface interaction that can appear while a shock hits a surface - the "regular
reflection" and the "Mach reflection". They defined a set of equations based on the equa-
tions of mass conservation and impulse as well as the pressure changes appearing on the
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surface for the prediction of these phenomena. Using the equations of von Neumann, one
can calculate the angle of reflection ω′ depending on shock strength pˆ
p
and the incidence
angle ω. These equations are valid for small angles starting at 0° up to a shock strength
depending maximum angle.
γ : ratio of heat capacities
σ : (< 1) normal Mach number behind shock I
σ
′ : (> 1) normal Mach number in front of shock R
u0 : speed of flow along plate
ξ : (< 1) inverted pressure ratio of shock I
ξ
′ : (> 1) pressure ratio of shock R
ω : incident angle - shock I
ω
′ : reflection angle - shock R
.
ω
′ω
u0
τ u
u
σ
σ
′
u
′
τ
′
I
R
σ =
(
(γ + 1)ξ + (γ − 1)
2γ
) 1
2
(1.1)
σ
′
=
(
(γ + 1)ξ
′
+ (γ − 1)
2γ
) 1
2
(1.2)
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(γ + 1)2σ4σ
′4 − [2(γ + 1)2σ4 + 4γσ4(σ2 − 1)2cos2ω
+σ2((γ − 1)σ2 + 2)2cot2w]σ′2 + [(γ − 1)2σ4 − 4(γ2 − 1)2cos2ω
+((γ − 1)σ2 + 2)2cot2ω] = 0 (1.3)
cos ω
′
= − σ
−1 − σ
σ′−1 − σ′ cos ω (1.4)
Starting from a value of ω = 0◦, the maximum possible pressure ratio on the surface is
the square of the pressure rise by one shock. This value is decreasing with increasing
interaction angle ω; see also Suter and Bölcs [17]. Of course the nature of a single shock
produced in a shock tube and the bow shock attached to the LE of a spinning rotor is
approximately, only. Thus this approach probably yields only prediction of pressure levels
on the vane surface.
1.3 Objective
The subject of the present work is the shock-IGV interaction with a flow turning IGV.
Two specific issues are addressed to,
• first of them being the influence of reduced vane blade spacing on time-mean mass
flow rate, efficiency and pressure ratio of a transonic compressor. Current research
sees a direct link between these parameters.
• The second issue is addressing the influence of a loaded IGV, compared to the
non-loaded strut of current research activities, on the magnitude of the interaction
impact on upstream vane.
The results are of high importance for today’s compressor designers giving guidelines to
high cycle fatigue and performance issues.
1.4 Approach
The following approach has been chosen:
• Literature review on rotor-stator and stator-rotor interaction
• Numerical time-resolved investigation of the shock-IGV interaction.
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• Specification and design of the aerodynamic design, operating at transonic condi-
tions.
• Modification of the existing test facility and the development of suitable measuring
technique.
• Experimental investigation of the mean footprint of the surface pressure at different
axial position and operating points.
• Heavy Gas Compressor Testing: The laboratory of turbomachines (LLT at EPF
Lausanne) posses a closed loop compressor test facility. In order to reach transonic
conditions in this test engine running a quite small rotor tip diameter, the closed
circuit of the installation is filled for the first time with a gas called R134a; see
properties of R134a in the Annex A.1. A gas different than air can be used for
aerodynamic testing in order to change the Reynolds numbers and power consump-
tion of the driving motor. Various gases for aerodynamic testing were originally
proposed in the early 50ies as a means of reducing power consumption while testing
supersonic aircraft shapes. Best results had been achieved with sulfur hexafluoride
(SF6) and some refrigerants. Unlike air, none of these working fluids can be consid-
ered as an ideal gas. Thus special attention has to be paid to the application range
for the aerodynamic testing. Regarding the flow over a profile with supersonic inlet
several differences can be stated:
– For an equal deviation angle the shock in air is slightly stronger than in R134a.
– In R134a the Mach number after a oblique shock is slightly higher than in air.
– For a given wedge the shock detaches in air at a certain Mach number while
the shock in R134a remains attached and only detaches once the Mach number
decreases.
It has to be stated that investigation in transonic compressors conducted in heavy
gas circuits give only qualitative information about the dominating flow phenomena.
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In the present chapter the test facility and the aerodynamic setup designed for this work
are presented. The following points are discussed:
• The usage of heavy gas in compressor testing is described. The influence of the real
gas effect on the compressor testing is estimated.
• A brief description of the test facility at the LTT with the necessary modifications
and additional monitoring devices are given.
• The blade design philosophy for the transonic rotor is summarized.
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2.1 Wind Tunnel Operation in Heavy Gas
The assumption of an ideal1 gas is a reasonable approximation in turbomachine applica-
tion. Indeed, air in the compressor behaves like an ideal gas. Alternate gases for wind
tunnel testing were originally suggested about 50 years ago as a mean of reducing power
consumption during tunnel operations. When using heavy gases in turbomachine appli-
cation, the gas has generally to be considered as thermally and calorically imperfect. For
such gases the internal energy is no longer just a function of temperature as it is in air
and a compressible flow around the vanes and blades of a turbomachine will not gener-
ally correlate well with the flow around the same geometry in air at equal Reynolds and
Mach numbers. The operating range of the compressor is situated in a small range of the
gaseous phase of the heavy gas as it is visualized in figure 2.1. The following investigation
will show if ideal gas rules can be applied instead of real gas law for this operating range.
The work published by Bohn [13] took the real gas effect into account using a mixture
of 15% air and R12. Bölcs [16] and Sayari [8] made compressor tests using R12 in the
gaseous phase and neglected the real gas effects in their investigations. At the end of
the 90s the use of R12 was forbidden because of its negative impact on two world wide
problems: firstly, on the thinning of the protective ozone layer at the stratosphere and
of second importance, on the global warming by the increase of the greenhouse effect of
the atmosphere. Tests with heavy gases in transonic compressors had been carried out by
Bohn [13] and Broichhausen [14] at the RWTH Aachen. The test facility of the LTT was
already used at transonic conditions for at least two research projects by Bölcs [16] and
Sayari [8]. Nowadays, all wind tunnels which still operate with heavy gases are supposed
to uses gases with less strong impact on the environment in particular on atmospheric
ozone. For the compressor test facility of the LTT R134a, the substitution of R12 with
almost similar gas properties, had been chosen and has been used for the first time in
the present investigations. In table (A.1) in the appendix the main characteristics for the
former and the recently used gas are shown for one specific condition.
2.1.1 Equations of State
The following discussion will define the error to be taken into account when the gas R134a
is treated as ideal for the estimated operating range of the compressor stage.
1ideal gas: p v = RT ; cp = f(T ) ; cp + cv = R
perfect gas: p v = RT ; cp = const. ; cp + cv = R
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Figure 2.1: R134a state plot - logarithmic pressure versus enthalpy
In order to consider real gas properties the equation of state is used in an extended version
as shown in equation (2.1 or 2.2). The compressibility factor Z(p, T ) is built up by the
viral coefficient being determined by measurements of (p, v, T ).
pv
RT
= A+
B
v
+
C
v2
+
D
v3
+ . . . = Z (v, T ) (2.1)
or
A+B
′
(T )p+ C
′
(T )p2 + . . . = Z (p, T ) (2.2)
with A = A′ = 1, B′ = B
RT
and C ′ = C−B2
R2T 2
.
The bulk state variables energy, enthalpy and entropy depend in the real gas case upon
two variables.
u = u (T, v) (2.3)
h = h (T, p) (2.4)
s = s (T, p) (2.5)
or written in the form of total differential as
du =
(
∂u
∂T
)
v
dT +
(
∂u
∂v
)
T
dv (2.6)
dh =
(
∂h
∂T
)
p
dT +
(
∂h
∂p
)
T
dp (2.7)
ds =
(
∂s
∂T
)
p
dT +
(
∂s
∂p
)
T
dp (2.8)
Equations 2.6-2.8 can be solved by using the equations for the first and second thermo-
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dynamic law.
Tds− pdv = du (2.9)
Tds− vdp = dh (2.10)
yielding a condition for equation 2.7 as(
∂h
∂T
)
p
= cp (p, T ) (2.11)
and (
∂h
∂p
)
T
= v
[
1− T
v
(
∂v
∂T
)
p
]
(2.12)
The last term in brackets on the right side of this equation is also known as the isobaric
coefficient of expansion.
β =
T
v
(
∂v
∂T
)
p
(2.13)
is plotted for the operating range in Figure 2.2. As can be seen in the plot, the gas differs
of about 11% from the equation of state taking into account an operating range of 0.5-1.7
bar at a constant temperature level of 21°C.
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Figure 2.2: Expansion factor for R134a between 0.5 and 1.7 bar
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The equation for entropy 2.8 is split up in the following parts(
∂s
∂T
)
p
=
1
T
(
∂h
∂T
)
p
=
cp (p, T )
T
(2.14)
and (
∂s
∂p
)
T
=
1
T
[(
∂h
∂p
)
T
− v
]
(2.15)
using the equation for the isobaric coefficient of expansion(
∂s
∂p
)
T
= −
(
∂v
∂T
)
p
= −β v
T
(2.16)
After solving the equations up to this point values have to be inserted by solving Equation
2.1 based on an empirically determined database. Modern numerical codes use so called
look-up tables instead of calculating the values. The author created a lookup table for
the operating range using the program REFPROP 2 and its Fortran routines to deliver
the demanded values. The program uses equations that are based on the most accurate
pure fluid and mixture models currently available. In the case of HFC-134a (1,1,1,2-
tetrafluoroethane) the so called "FEQ Helmholz equation of state for R-134a" [11] is used.
Figure 2.3: Entropy vs Enthalpy
A close-up of the h-s diagram in figure 2.3 visualizes the difference between an ideal and
2http://www.nist.gov/srd/nist23.htm
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a real gas. The temperature lines are curved and not perpendicular to the ordinate as
known from an ideal gas. An applied example that visualize best the influence of the real
gas can be shown by hand of an analysis of the flow through the IGV. If the plot 2.3 is
applied to the IGV of the compressor, always assuming adiabatic conditions and constant
total enthalpy, flow though the vane and the related acceleration due to the profile shape
leads to a negative temperature gradient between the inlet and the outlet of the vane.
This phenomenon is known as the Joule-Thomson-effect3.
c0p = cp(T ) (2.17)
dh12 = (dh12)T2 + (dh12)p1 (2.18)
dh12 =
T2∫
T1
c0pdT︸ ︷︷ ︸
ideal
+
p2∫
p1
[
v − T
(
∂v
∂T
)
p
]
dp
︸ ︷︷ ︸
real
(2.19)
ds12 = (ds12)p1 + (ds12)T2 (2.20)
ds12 =
T2∫
T1
c0p
dT
T︸ ︷︷ ︸
ideal
−
p2∫
p1
(
∂v
∂T
)
p
dp
︸ ︷︷ ︸
real
(2.21)
The diagram presented in figure 2.3 can be expressed in the equations 2.18 - 2.20. A
simplification is made for the Equations 2.19 and 2.21) taking the heat capacity cp(T, p)
as ideal.
2.1.2 Ideal Gas vs. Real Gas
As stated before, the heavy gas used in the compressor test facility does not follow the
ideal gas law. The difference between ideal gas and real gas was estimated with equation
2.12. The author assumes that at equal operating points with similar shock-flow and
shock-structure interactions but only some geometric differences (axial spacing) in the
stage configuration the influence of the real gas on the obtained result will not have an
influence on the results. Thus for simplification of the work the ideal gas law was used
for analysing the compressor. Studies which aim at transforming the achieved results
on machines operating in usual fluids, however should endeavour the transonic similarity
rules as prescribed by Bölcs [17] and Bohn [13].
3The Joule-Thomson-effect is the physical principle used in any kind of chiller and in the liquefaction
of air after Linde.
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2.2 Design of the Facility
The aerodynamic design for this research setup has been developed by the author in
the design environment at Alstom Power in Baden, Switzerland. The engineering detail
drawing for IGV and rotor has been done at the LTT in Lausanne in the local CAD
environment. The rotor was manufactured at STARRAG in St. Gallen, Switzerland.
Apart from the main shaft and its housing all modifications have been planned and
manufactured in the local lab workshop.
2.2.1 Closed Circuit
The rotating test facility sketched in figure 2.4 consists of 1.5 stages. The rotor, driven by
an electric motor can reach a velocity of 17000 rpm. The maximum power of this motor is
110 kW. The test section is integrated in a closed loop that enables the use of other gases
than air. The temperature is held constant with the aid of a heat exchanger. Different
operating points can be obtained by changing the rotational speed, the temperature level
in the circuit and losses generated by vane throttling the flow in the circuit. The test
section is surrounded by an additional housing to guarantee impermeability against gas
leakage and represents also the support for the probe moving mechanism. (See appendix
figure F.2)
volute
heat exchanger
venturi nozzle
throttle
torque meter
flow
DAQ-PC
UDAQ-PC
vibration control
P, T
MONITOR-
ING
security clutch
gearbox
(1:5.98)
cold part
hot part
electic motor
100 kW
flow legend
Figure 2.4: Closed Loop Compressor Test Facility
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The compressor is built up in cantilever configuration, thus the main shaft is hold by the
volute and the hub support. The hub diameter of the test section is 160 mm and the
tip diameter has a maximum of 240 mm. For the transonic case the hub contour of the
channel can be modified by means of rotation-symmetric hub contours to be put over the
base hub. For this study the test facility was set up in order to vary the axial spacing
between the rotor and the IGV by means of distance rings positioned on hub and casing.
These rings of different thickness mounted in front or behind the IGV enable 4 different
axial spacings. The IGV is sealed at hub and tip. The rotor has a tip clearance size of
1.25% (0.5mm) channel height.
2.2.2 Aerodynamic Design
The aerodynamic design is limited by the existing platform the stage has to be mounted
on. The limiting parameters are defined as following:
• The loss production in the closed circuit shall not exceed values that have an im-
portant influence on the back pressure of the rotor. These values depend basically
on the viscosity of the gas, the channel size and the prevailing speed in the channel.
• The maximum power to be put on the rotor is given by the available cooling capacity
in the circuit.
• The rotational speed has to be sufficiently high to obtain relative supersonic condi-
tions for the 50% rotor blade height at a given pre-swirl. The limiting factor is the
maximum rotational speed possible with the platform.
In the design process of the transonic rotor, the author followed the design rules as defined
by Ginder and Britton [65],[66]. Three separate blade sections across the span area were
considered within the design process. They are defined as close to the hub, mid span and
towards the tip, each of them having their own particular design rules. For the hub region
an optimum design is reached where most of the suction surface camber is concentrated
on the first 80% of the chord, leading to a flat-backed profile. The low camber at the rear
helps to ensure that any separation of the boundary layer is concentrated towards the rear
of the suction surface. The high camber at the front ensures that the throat area is large
enough to avoid choking. The peak in suction surface Mach number can be reduced by
adjusting the camber rate. The mid section is a very difficult region to design. The blade
camber needs to be high in the front region and inlet speed reaches sonic conditions. Any
attempt to avoid flow separation through low camber on the rear of the suction surface
leads to higher camber rates in the front and thus high peak Mach numbers. Striking a
balance between those two issues, the camber is concentrated mainly on the mid region
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of the blade profile. Neither the peak Mach number nor the extent of the flow separation
are reduced to their absolute minimum. Close to the tip of the compressor blade the
deflection required is quite small and the inlet Mach number reaches its maxium. The
bulk of pressure rise is caused by the shock. The design process in this region is guided
by three principal points.
• Reducing the camber in the front part of the profile reduces the throat section which
may produce problems of choking in particular at part-speed.
• Reducing the camber in the front region must be compensated by increased camber
in the rear part with a consequent increase in loading in this area and a risk of
separation.
• At peak efficiency, the flow entering a supersonic cascade or blade row can not
be influenced by the design. For a given Mach number only one possible value of
incidence is possible; see Bölcs [18] for the "Unique incidence condition".
IGV rotor
prismatic tip mid hub
in [°] 0 63.3 53.3 55
out [°] -20 54.1 42 21.8
stagger [°] -10 59 46.1 33.5
chord [mm] 40 49.7 46.1 47
t/l [-] - 0.86 0.78 0.63
d/l [-] - 0.039 0.049 0.07
Table 2.1: Aerodynamic stage specification
The multiplicity of design criteria in transonic profile design explains why Ginder and
Britton consider only a single design point optimization. Nevertheless the design has to
be controlled for off-design operation conditions with care to avoid part-speed choking.
The result of the entire design process is a stage, composed of 16 prismatic inlet guide
vanes (IGV) with 20 degree flow turning and 17 rotor blades with a stagger angle varying
between 33 and 59 degrees. The specifications can be obtained from the table 2.1. The
development of the rotor flow field had been accompanied by a simple one dimensional
control volume analysis using the conservation equation as it was proposed by Cumpsty
[22]. The applied parameters are depicted in a 2D flow field in figure 2.5 indicating the
relative Mach number, where t is the wake thickness and g the projected inlet width.The
indices 1 and 2 identify the inlet and exit condition.
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Figure 2.5: Principle parameters of choke analysis. The color visuaize the region of flow
speed higher than Mach = 1 (red) and lower than Mach=1 (blue, green)
Momentum
p1 g cos β + p1 κM
2
1 cos (β + i) cos (−i) = p2 g cosβ + p2 κM22 (g − t) cosβ (2.22)
Mass
ρ2 V2 cos (β + i) = ρ2 V2 cos (g − t) (2.23)
Energy
cp T1 +
V 21
2
= cp T2 +
V 22
2
(2.24)
with V1 = f(M1) and V2 = f(M2)
The peak efficiency is reached for the unique incidence and losses will increase with inci-
dence and with blade blockage.
A stator has been designed to reduce the swirl at the exit of the test section. It has been
found in early runs of the engine, that the stator adds an uncertainty in the analysis of the
shock-IGV interaction phenomena. At off-design conditions additional high losses were
produced in the stator. Finally the decision was made to exclude the stator for further
testing. This point is discussed in more details in section 5.3.1. The hub/tip ratio starts
at 0.67 in front of the IGV and increases after the IGV, reaching a maximum of 0.75
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behind the rotor block. (See figure 2.6a)
(a) Streamlines along rotor blade. (b) Skeleton view of one rotor blade.
Figure 2.6: Two views on blade shape.
Figure 2.7 shows the distribution of the isentropic Mach number on the rotor streamlines
7,8 and 9 thus indicating the position of the shock system. These results were obtained
by calculation with stage3D - the flow solver of Alstom AG Baden.
The plot shows on one speed line the influence of increasing back pressures. The shock
position can be located where the suction side Mach number distribution crosses the
Mach=1 line. Starting from choked flow at the bottom of the plot (point I) the shock
moves more and more upstream with increasing pressure ratio and has almost left the
passage at point II, the peak efficiency operating point. At the highest back pressure,
visible in point number four the shock is situated in front of the rotor leading edge.
2.3 Test Facility Operation
2.3.1 Preparing the test facility
In order to operate in heavy gas, a special procedure has to be followed to prepare tests.
The sealing of the test facility has to guarantee an leak tightness of a high quality allowing
an absolute pressure of about 1 mbar. Two vacuum pumps are used to decrease the
pressure inside the circuit to this value. Once this pressure is reached, the system has
to be flushed with nitrogen to dry the circuit. Applying this procedure twice together
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Figure 2.7: Design compressor map showing 4 operating points each of them showing on 3
streamlines (defined in figure 2.6(a)) the isentropic Mach number on the rotor
blade surface.
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with the heating of the circuit, reduces the humidity of medium to below 5%. Low
humidity is an advantage for closed loop transonic compressor testing because there is
few condensation in the circuit. To fill the test facility with the heavy gas (R134a), heated
gas containers are connected at several locations to the container. The expansion from the
storage pressure of the gas to the ambient pressure in the test facility is dominated by the
Joule-Thomson effect (see chapter 2.1). The difference between the two pressure levels
in the storage container on one side and the closed loop on the other side would lead to
icing of the filling pipes and vanes and result in a break down of the filling process. Only
with the additional heating of the containers, the circuit can be filled within 15 minutes
without icing. This procedure guarantees a negligible amount of air in the circuit as air
has almost no time to diffuse in the facility. The quality of the operationg medium is
checked by means of gas chromatography before and after operation. In total a volume
of 2.583m3 has to be filled with about 11 kg of R134a to reach a pressure level slightly
above atmosperic pressure at ambient temperature.
2.3.2 Operation Control
An import issue in rotating machines and especially in machines for testing is the se-
curity. Therefore a vibration control system was added to the test facility. It is based
on velocimeters mounted in horizontal and vertical direction right and left of the torque
meter which means close to the gearbox and close to the volute behind the rotor. Figure
2.8 and 2.9 show the evolution of vibrational speed (RMS) for the actual setup with in-
creasing rotational speed. This data is available for every run and is necessary for regular
facility assessment. The information shown in this plot was obtained from recent mea-
surements and shows a stable behaviour of the test facility since its last complete analysis.
For rotating machines, the upper operational limit for vibration is reached at 12 mm/s.
If this value is exceeded, ongoing operation at this high level can cause a total failure
with possible break of structures. Values beyond 6 mm/s are regarded as acceptable for
turbomachine operation [43].
The values close to the gearbox show 100% higher base level noise than those close to the
volute/rotor side. This can be explained by the close distance of the measuring location to
the three 3 pairs of spinning gearwheels. The two plots on the rotor side show a resonance
frequency at 12800 rpm which is related to the manufacturer’s choice of the gearwheel
matching the gearbox. The two plots of the gearbox side show a very low base vibration
with very dominant resonance frequencies between 12000 and 14000 for both axis and
again for 14000 to 16000 rpm for the horizontal axis only. Compared to the results of
previous setups of the installation, these regions of resonance frequency are now more
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pronounced. This may be explained due to increased stiffness in the couplings and the
increased weight for the free turning parts.
(a) Vertical vibrations (b) Horizontal vibrations
Figure 2.8: Rotor side vibration
(a) Vertical vibrations (b) Horizontal vibrations
Figure 2.9: Gearbox side vibration
2.3.3 Temperature Monitoring and Cooling
The reliability of the test facility turned out to be highly dependent on the predominating
ambient temperature in the location of the test facility. The created heat in the gearbox
can not be disspated by the available oil throughput thus, air conditioning with values
at around 18°C is absolutely necessary to keep the heat fluxes in the engine balanced.
While the temperature level of the gearbox is moderate at operating conditions, the local
temperature level of the shaft is higher due to the friction of the rotating sealing. Heat in
this region is partially conducted to the hub surface of the test setup and thus dissipated
by the main flow of the gas. The oil jet lubrication of the rotating sealing and the oil mist
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for the bearings do not contribute more than 20% of heat evacuation. The temperature of
the gearbox and the shaft are determined by means of additional installed thermocouples
for every bearing position and the rotating sealing. This makes a direct access to current
temperature as well as a long term analysis of the cooling performance possible.
2.4 Main Achievements Test Facility
Several sub projects have been accomplished in the present work in order to make tran-
sonic compressor testing available.
• All parts of the test section have been converted from 2D paper drawing to a 3D
assembly on the HP powered CAD system IDEAS 8.
• For reasons of reliability of the test facility a new driving device (Siemens) and
command (Baumüller) had been setup.
• To meet the demands in dimension of the new motor the platform has been un-
mounted and enlarged.
• In the original setup of the shaft and bearing system, the rotor and its fixing bolt
were used to constrain the bearing composition. The design was modified there-
with the shaft can run an nominal speed without having the blisk mounted on the
shaft. For the purpose of inserting a torque meter and its in-situ calibration with-
out the rotor mounted, the shaft and bearing arrangement has been redesigned and
manufactured.
• All sealing of the closed loop had been controlled and mostly replaced to guarantee
the leak tightness of the test facility.
• Tests of compatibility between the gas and various materials have been conducted.
• The design of the aerodynamic configuration had been determined in a 4 months
stay at Alstom, Baden (Switzerland).
• During the test period a total failure of the gearbox required a refurbishment of its
shaft and bearing arrangement.
• The security system of the facility with vibration monitoring has been reactivated
and temperature monitoring was added to the gearbox and the shaft.
• The use of a heavy gas called R134a has been analysed. Despite some limitations,
the use of R134a is possible for transonic compressor testing.
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The approach of linking unsteady flow phenomena with achievable efficiency and pressure
rise is threefold:
• Consistent assessment of the time-mean footprint of these processes, and
• Impact on overall stage characteristics like efficiency and peak pressure rise capa-
bility.
• Unsteady flow process on the vane surface.
The chapter describes the applied measuring techniques making available data to fulfill
the three above mentioned goals. above.
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3.1 Data Acquisition Arrangement
The control system for the test facility consists of two different computer systems where
the first takes data for machine control such as vibration, bearing and sealing temperature,
rotational speed and torque while the second computer takes the aerodynamic data, such
as probe aerodynamic probe and tap pressures, temperature probe data, pitot rakes and
differential pressure of the venturi nozzle. The system was setup from scratch because the
pressure and temperature acquisition devices had been changed since former studies on
this test facility. A software change from LabView 5 to LabView 6.1, 7.0 respectively was
accomplished. For unsteady data acquisition a third computer system was integrated in
the measuring chain and LabViews Data Socket Server was used over TCP/IP to share
an unique identification number for every steady data point among the three PCs. A
scheme of the system is presented in figure 2.4.
3.2 Steady Data Acquisition
Steady data acquisition deals with pressure and temperature measurements as well as
torque and mass flow measurements. All values are acquired simultaneously and the data
acquisition system is immediately ready for another acquisition. All steady pressure taps
are connected to units of 16 channels (type: DSA 3016) from Scanivalve Corp. connected
via TCP/IP to the commanding PC. The accuracy for the temperature compensated,
piezoresistive differential pressure sensor is given as +/- 0.07% of 30 psi (206.8 kPa)
FS. The temperature is measured with a High-Precision Voltmeter from Agilent and is
communicating over a GPIB Bus with the PC.
3.2.1 Static Pressure Taps
The surface pressures at the wall of hub and casing are measured along the test section.
A detailed description of the location is described in the thesis of Layachi [2] and Sayari
[8]. Pressure taps were machined on the pressure and suction side of two adjacent IGVs
to obtain the mean surface pressure. Table 3.1 and figure 3.1 give precise information
about their location.
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Suction Side SS5 SS4 SS3 SS2 SS1
distance [%] 22.0 37.5 53.0 66.0 77.6
Pressure Side PS5 PS4 PS3 PS2 PS1
distance [%] 20.7 29.2 51.7 64.7 76.3
Table 3.1: Position of static pressure taps on IGV in percent of the axial chord X/C
1
5
X
Figure 3.1: Location of static pressure taps on IGV with increasing index from TE to LE
3.2.2 Pressure and Temperature Probe Measurements
Pressure and temperature probe measurements are carried out using the probe system
described in all details by Layachi [2] p.64-68 using 4-hole aerodynamic probes and total
temperature probes. A detailed description of the calibration method for the probes is
available in Hubrich [24], Layachi [2] and Sayari [8]. The existing displacement system
as described by Sayari [8] and later by Layachi [2] was used. Values for pc, p, α, and Tc
are obtained by measurements and used to calculate the locale speed c, cn, w and u and
the static state variables ρ and T . The static pressure and the density are area averaged
while other variables are mass averaged. The angles are considered as tangens of axial
versus circumferential velocity and have to be averaged using these variables. The mass
flow is determined over the entire span for each circular ring area indicated with index i
with
∆m˙ i = 2 Ri pi ∆R cn,Ri ρRi (3.1)
where Ri indicates the radius and ∆R the distance between two circular rings. The
total mass flow is determined with m˙ =
∑
m˙i A uncertainty of data obtained by probe
measurements is caused by the lack of information for the regions close to hub and shroud
as well as the presence of time depending flow.
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3.2.3 Venturi Measurements
The closed circuit of the axial compressor test facility includes a modified venturi nozzle for
mass flow determination. Its specification is available in appendix E.1. The quantification
of the mass flow variation is of high interest for the ongoing project, especially when data
has to be used for correlation between R134a and air. The flow in any flow meter can be
calculated by using the Bernoulli equation, which leads to the following equation for the
speed uD in front of a venturi nozzle:
uD = α m
√
2 ∆p
ρ
, (3.2)
with m = Ad
AD
and Ad = pid
2
4
α =
1√
1−m2 (3.3)
or expressed as mass flow in [kg/s]
m˙ = α Ad
√
2 ∆p ρ, (3.4)
The hydraulic shape of the tubes in this group differs from the standard venturi tubes in
the inlet pressure sensation only; namely, the inlet tap is moved in the corner formed by
the pipe wall at the beginning of the transition section. Therefore these hydraulic shapes
have no entrance section. Consequently the inlet tap experiences the effect of the change
in direction of the flow caused by the hydraulic shape (Pitot effect), while the throat
tap experiences true static pressure. The equation above has to be modified to take into
account the shape of the nozzle and compressibility of the fluid.
uD = CD ε α m
√
2 ∆p
ρ
(3.5)
Discharge Coefficient (CD) In order to solve the meter equation, a value for the dis-
charge coefficient of the hydraulic shape, CD will have to be found. One means of arriving
at the meter flow coefficient is to install the meter in a test stand and generate a cali-
bration curve. This method is expensive and time consuming, and fortunately it is not
necessary in most cases. A considerable number of tests has been performed on various
meter combination and geometries, and sets of equations have been developed to calcu-
late the value of the discharge coefficient. The typical result for this hydraulic shape (see
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figure E.1) is a considerable high CD, which however, is dependent on β (β = dD ). As
β increases, CD decreases. According to ISO 5617-1 [33] the discharge coefficient can be
calculated for the present venturi flow meter by the following equation:
CD = 0.9858− 0.196 β 4.5 = 0.956906 (3.6)
Expansion Factor (ε) When a fluid flows through a meter, there is a pressure drop as
it passes through the constriction. When a compressible fluid flows through a meter, the
resulting pressure drop causes a change in fluid density at the constriction. As a result,
the fluid densities at the meter inlet and within the meter are different. The expansion
factor corrects for density differences between taps due to expansion to the lower pressure.
It is equal to one for incompressible fluids and less than one for compressible fluids. The
expansion factor equation for the venturi nozzle is given below.
ε =
(
κ (1− x) 2κ
(κ− 1)
)(
1− β4
1− β4 (1− x) 2κ
)(
1− (1− x)κ−1κ
x
)
(3.7)
where p is the pressure difference, P the total pressure, β the surface ratio in the nozzle
and x = ∆p
P
. Further reflection on these correction factors are necessary as they have a
high impact on the final result. For an upper operating point of the nozzle (Speed in the
venturi nozzle section about 23 [m/s]) the influence of the correction factors is presented
in the following table. In addition the influence of the smaller molecular weight and the
ratio of the heat capacities of the used fluid (R134a) is shown. The different cases are
marked with indices depending on the applied correction factors.
fluid m˙a [kg/s] m˙b [kg/s] m˙c [kg/s] m˙d
air 3.92 3.73 (-4.8%) 3.75 (-4.3%) 3.50 (-10.8%)
R134a 7.45 7.08 (-5.0%) 7.13 (-4.3%) 6.52 (-12.5%)
Table 3.2: Comparison of not corrected/corrected mass flow in the venturi nozzle for a
single operating point and two different fluids.
• m˙a: not corrected result
• m˙b: corrected result with CD from former report.
• m˙c: corrected result with calculated CD acc. to ISO 5617-1 [33]
• m˙d: corrected result with calculated CD and ε acc. to ISO 5617-1 [33]
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The influence of the correction values shows an influence of up to 12.5% on the massflow.
In fomer reports no reference was found on the correction value ε which allows the con-
clusion that the venturi nozzle was used up to now only in order to obtain the relativ
mass flow variation but not the absolute mass flow.
The comparison between the 1D design calculation and the measurements as presented
in chapter 5.3 shows that applying the described correction using ε, even the absolute
values are determined more precisely. In particular the expansion value gives not only an
offset to be taken into account but depends also on the operating level of the nozzle.
The following values are available from former reports using the same venturi nozzle [27]:
Ad = 0.03226 m
2 , m = 0.427 and CD = 0.95(1).
3.2.4 Torque Meter
A torque measurement system T32FNA from HBM was implemented in order to mea-
sure the power delivered to the axial compressor rotor. The torque meter running with a
brushless transmission technique provides the user with the rotational speed, too. With
the installation of the torque meter, a system was set up to calibrate the transducer
directly at the test facility. Although the transducers permits a calibration with a prede-
fined resistance in the Wheatstone Bridge, the transducer was calibrated with calibration
moments. The system has the possibility of static calibration in-situ without removing
the torque meter from the test facility. Figure 3.2 shows a typical sketch of the test fa-
Figure 3.2: Calibration setup for torque
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cility and the position of the torque meter. An additional locking device is needed to fix
the torque meter in one position. For the static calibration a defined weight and a lever
arm are used to introduce the calibration moment. Parasitic loads such as large bending
moments and radial forces due to the application of weights on the shaft do not have any
influence on the calibration process, as they are compensated by the support. The small
difference between reference value and measured torque consists of the bearing friction in
the support. Results of the in-situ calibration show very good agreement with the linear
calibration curve available via the internal calibration shunt of the torque meter. The
torque transducer is suitable for the measurements of static and dynamic torques. Static
calibration is also valid for dynamic torque measurements while the frequency of dynamic
torque must not exceed the natural frequency of the mechanical measuring installation
situated outside of the operating range of the test facility. Although the maximum possi-
ble frequency to be achieved with this kind of technique is quite high, its limit is set by the
following measuring chain with a maximum data rate of 1 kHz. The communication be-
tween the data acquisition system and the data storage is based on an asynchronous serial
bus system called CAN 1. A more detailed description is available in the documentation
of the PME-MP60 and the T32FNA from HBM 2. The torque meter is used to determine
the efficiency of the compressor stage. Temperature probe measurements presented by
Layachi [2] are only available for 10 to 90% of the blade span and therefore less acurate
for the overall efficency of the stage. The efficency can be determined as described in the
equations (3.8)– (3.13). The thermal efficiency is defined as
η(T ) =
ht,is,3 − ht,1
ht,3 − ht,1 (3.8)
and the mechanical efficiency as following
η(M) =
m˙ (ht,is,3 − ht,1)
P(M)
(3.9)
The mechanical power is calculated from the corrected moment and the rotational speed.
The corrected moment was determined by a run of the test facility without the rotor but
at the same operating conditions such as shaft temperature and therefore same friction
for the bearings and the rotating sealing. According to the rotational speed this value has
to be removed from measured torque to obtain the corrected torque Mcor.
P(M) = Mcor
2pi n
60
(3.10)
1CAN: Controller Area Network
2http://www.hbm.com/Data/SoftDoc/HBM/ol_doku/start_en.htm
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assuming, that
η(T ) = η(M). (3.11)
Equation 3.8 can be solved with the isentropic power, calculated via the mass flow and
the total pressure ratio
P(is) = m˙ cp T1
[(
pc2
pc1
)κ−1
κ
− 1
]
, (3.12)
being used in the equation for the global efficiency as
η =
P(is)
P(M)
. (3.13)
3.3 Time Dependent Measuring Technique
The expected frequencies in transient data acquisition in turbomachine analysis depend
upon the emitting source of unsteadiness. In the rotating compressor test facility of the
LTT this unsteadiness is created by the rotor spinning at a frequency of around 267
Hz. Multiplied with the number of blades the base frequency a pressure transducer will
capture in the non rotating frame is about 4.5 kHz. Data acquisition up to the 10th
harmonic of the base frequency is commonly regarded as sufficient to evaluate the quality
of unsteadiness.
3.3.1 Data Acquisition System
A data acquisition board with 16 channels each of them having an acquisition rate of 250
KS/s from innovative technology3 had been chosen, providing
• an analog-digital (AD) converter for each channel,
• a Digital Signal Processor (DSP), a special type of programmable coprocessor de-
signed for performing the mathematics involved in digital signal processing and bus
communication,
• a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), a type of programmable logic chip.
The AD converter has a resolution of 16 bit and can be used in 4 user defined ranges. The
DSP is the acquisition card driving microprocessor responsible for the data handling.
3www.gbm.de
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(a) Connector Box for 2x16 channels with manual switch between
AC and DC measurements
(b) Single line diagram of the input for analog signals
(c) Single line diagram of the input for digital signals
Figure 3.3: Connector Box and Scheme of Signal Conversion of Input Signals
The card has two operating setups. The first is working with an internal sample frequency
while the second starts on external trigger impulse and does acquisition every external
clock impulse. The FPGA is programmed in a way that it blanks certain trigger impulses
on demand in order to reduce the sample frequency, and logs the time stamp for every clock
impulse, writing it together with the measured voltage to the data file. The data is written
in binary format to the hard disk in order to guarantee a sufficient high transfer rate from
processor to disk. The data conversion from the binary format to ASCII following in the
next step was written in PERL as this scripting language allows easy automation and
was also used for final post processing. The subroutine reading the binary file, generated
by the system is attached to the Appendix D.1. A connector box 3.3(a) was designed to
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provide an interface to the card having integrated a switch controlled low-pass filter for
every channel. The switch allows for AC measurements.
3.3.2 Signal Amplification
For the amplification a 16 channel amplifier with an amplification factor of 10 is used
to convert the high-resistance signals to signals with low resistance being therefore less
interference-prone and in order to provide the required power supply for the pressure trans-
ducers. The device is an in-house development of the DLR. Figure 3.4 shows the transfer
function of the electronic measuring chain for a frequency range of 10Hz to 100kHz. The
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Figure 3.4: Transfer function
amplifier shows a phase shift of about 0.6 ° for the expected BPF frequency of about 4.5
kHz with a negligible damping of the amplification rate. A test case is presented in figure
3.5 in order to assess the influence on the amplified signal using the presented transfer
function TF. The transfer function is presented in the complex space using the following
relation:
TF = <+ = (3.14)
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with < = Amplitude × cos(Phase) and = = Amplitude × sin(Phase). The following
equation describes the mathematical process how an input signal is converted to the signal
recorded by the measurement system.
signal OUT = iFFT [ FFT ( signal IN ) × TF ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
frequency domain︸ ︷︷ ︸
time domain
(3.15)
The signal is Fourier transformed and then multiplied in the frequency domain with the
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the signal IN times 10 with the signal OUT
after multiplication with the transfer function.
transfer function. In the next step the product is transformed back through an inverse
Fourier transformation and we obtain an amplified and phase shifted output signal. For
this work the blade passage frequency is the dominant frequency. The upstream travelling
shock pattern is approximated with a sawtooth signal characterised by a steep rising slope
(5% of the duty cycle) and a flat falling slope. It has a very high harmonic content and
includes ∞ harmonics of the base frequency. Figure 3.5 shows a comparison of a 4.5 kHz
sawtooth signal amplified by 10 with a sawtooth pattern having identical characteristics
multiplied with the transfer function of the amplifier. We can see in the detail on the
right side of figure 3.5, that the difference between the two signals is very small, thus
the transfer function can be approximated by a simple amplification of the base signal
multiplied by the amplification rate (10x) of the amplifier.
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3.3.3 Unsteady Pressure Transducers
Twelve transient pressure transducers of type ENTRAN EPIH-B03 and EPIH-113 have
been mounted on the suction and pressure surface of two adjacent inlet guide vanes.
The transducers are supplied with 5V DC and have a linear response from 0 to 25 psi.
The average exit tension is about 65mV/FS. For each of them a calibration curve was
determined based on ten static pressure levels in the range between 0.7 and 1.3 bar.
A transient calibration of the transducers with the expected base frequency of 4.3kHz
was not possible however their reply for a low frequency (about 250 Hz) was visualized
with an oscilloscope and showed good agreement with a reference transducer. Six of the
transducers situated in the rear region of the IGV are surface-mounted (figure 3.6(b)) and
six transducers in the front region of the vane connected over cavities with the surface.
These volumes are schematically sketched in figure 3.6(a) and were analytically examined
with an auditory tool. The tool allows for a prediction of the transfer function the
pressure fluctuation experiences due to the connected volumes. A Matlab script, based
on the theory of Keefe [12] was used to calculate the transfer function for a given pressure
over a frequency range of 10 Hz to 50 kHz. The volumes are approximatively modelled
by two connected cylinders. The figure 3.7 sketches the evolution of the transfer function
transient transducer
cable to connector
pressure tapcavity
glue
(a) Application principle for pressure transducers no. 4-6
X
1
6
(b) Location of transient pressure taps on
IGV with increasing index from TE to LE
Figure 3.6: Mounting technique and location for pressure transducers.
showing a strong amplification of the the signal around 15 kHz (eigenfrequency) and
an increasing damping of the signal for frequencies higher than the resonance frequency.
Using the gas properties of R134a instead of those of air yield a higher amplification at the
eigenfrequency and its maximum frequency moves to lower frequencies. The indexation
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Figure 3.7: Transfer function of cavities
of the transducers are shown in figure 3.6(b) and their positions are given in table 3.3.
Suction Side SS6 SS5 SS4 SS3 SS2 SS1
distance [%] 20.2 35.4 50.5 65.7 79.3 91.4
Pressure Side PS6 PS5 PS4 PS3 PS2 PS1
distance [%] 21.2 36.9 52.5 66.7 80.8 91.9
Table 3.3: Position of pressure transducers on IGV
Figure 3.6(a) shows the principle how the pressure transducers are connected to the cavity
and the pressure tap in order to measure dime dependent surface pressure.
3.3.4 Data Processing
Data is processed off-line and phase-locked averaged over 250 revolutions of the rotor. The
data acquisition is controlled with an once per revolution high-speed transducer delivering
a signal used as the data initiation impulse controlling also each rotor revolution. The
phase-lock averaged surface pressure waveforms are shifted in the time domain to represent
the time-variant pressure flow field of one single IGV.
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3.4 Data Averaging
Special attention should be paid to the accuracy of pressure levels obtained by steady
pressure taps in a highly unsteady environment. Mainly the pressure taps on the vane
surface are exposed to the high frequency pressure variation generated by the upstream
propagating shock waves. Their frequency is directly related to the blade passage fre-
quency and thus calculated by the rotational speed of the compressor multiplied with
the number of rotor blades. At 100% speed this yields to a frequency of 4.5 kHz. The
pressure measured by the connected pneumatic acquisition system thus records only a
sort of averaged value. The effect of high frequency pressure variation on steady pressure
taps was examinated among others by Weyer and Schodl [82]. They tested various steady
pressure tap configurations over a wide frequency range (0-4000Hz). In particluar for high
frequencies the influence of the pneumatic system showed to have a minor influence (1%)
on the absolute value in comparision to low frequencies (8%). Nevertheless, no further
anaylsis of this publication was done because boundary conditions being determined to
have an influence on the result (frequency and pneumatic system) remain constant for
the current research work. Thus any theoretical influence would have only an absolute
but no relative influence. Therefore pressure measurement in highly transient flow ob-
tained with steady pressure taps are in any case adequate for comparison of different
aerodynamic configuraitons always assuming similar frequencies of the unsteadiness. The
accurate representation of the higher harmonic content is limited by the eigenfrequency
of the connected cavities (bores, tubes and transducers) as described in chapter 3.3.3.
3.5 Data Reduction
An important issue in closed loop compressor testing turned out to be the varying total
inlet conditions at different operating points. Throttling the compressor in a closed circuit
results in an increased static pressure in the loop section between the blisk and the
throttling device called in the following as hot part. The convention of hot and cold
part is visualized in figure 2.4.
Hot and cold part are not independent thus the change in static exit pressure must result
in a change in static inlet pressure which in fact is directly connected to a density difference
in the two parts. The plot in figure 3.8 shows the measured changes of pressure between
several operating points for a low speed line. While increasing back pressure (throttling)
which yields an increased power consumption, the total and static pressure are decreasing
additional slight variation of the overall quantity of R134a filled to the circuit also change
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Figure 3.8: Influence of compressor throttling in closed loop circuit on the inlet conditions
the internal ambient pressure. Thus values were reduced following the publication made
by Fruböse [75] in order to compare different operating points correctly. The reference
conditions for the compressor are set to the boundary conditions defined in the blade
design process, p0 = 101325Pa, T0 = 293K and R0 = 81 JkgK .
The reduced rotational speed is calculated with
nred = n
√
R0 T0
RT1
, (3.16)
and the reduced shaft power as:
Pred = P
p0
p1
√
R0 T0
RT1
. (3.17)
Flow quantities are calculated as following using either static or total values.
Tred = T
T0
T1
(3.18)
pred = p
p0
p1
(3.19)
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Thus the reduced static pressure at the exit is calculated with
pc3red = pc3
p0
p1
(3.20)
The reduced mass flow is calculated as:
m˙red = m˙
p0
p1
√
RT1
R0 T0
. (3.21)
3.6 Gas Chromatograph
The quality of the gas in the circuit was determined by tests with a gas chromatograph.
A limit fraction of 1% air in the test facility was achieved and the quality was moni-
tored before and after each run. Chromatography is based on the principle that different
molecules are adsorbed to a different extent by different kinds of substances. In gas
chromatography the stationary phase is generally a non-volatile liquid, which coats an
inactive, pulverized, solid material packed within a very long (30 meters!) thin (1/4 of
a millionth of a meter!) column. The mobile phase is an inert gas such as argon and is
referred to as a carrier gas. A small amount of gas is injected with a syringe in the gas
chromatograph and the different molecules of this gas dissipate through the influence of
heat through the column. The time each substance is retained is called its retention time,
and is usually represented in minutes. The temperature of the column is chosen so that
each component of the mixture has a different retention time and, therefore, reaches the
detector separately and appears as a peak on a chromatogram. The area under each peak
represents the amount of component in the gas. Thus, both qualitative and quantitative
information can be gathered. In the case of the analysis of the mixture in the closed loop,
not the amount of the molecules of R134a but the amount of N2 and O2 is determined.
With the following equation the total amount of air in the circuit can be determined and
indicates immediately if operation is still possible or if the leakage flow into the circuit was
too big. Figure 3.9 shows an example of a chromatogram with two peaks corresponding
to N2 and O2 respectively.
In order to quantify the gas quality, a calibration of the gas chromatograph is performed
with pure air. The ratio of the probe quantities for calibration b and for testing q is
determined with a = q
b
. The amount of oxygen in the air is known as ref O2 = 20.7 %.
The area under the first peak indicating the amount of oxygen molecules captured by the
detector is described with area O2 and the one for the azote molecules with area N2 . The
concentration of O2 and N2 is then determined by the following equation.
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Figure 3.9: Chromatogram of a sample gas mixture where tm is the time of injection.
con O2 =
area O2 × ref O2
a× calibO2
(3.22)
con N2 =
area N2 × (1− ref O2)
a× calibN2
(3.23)
The amount of air in the circuit results in sum of these two values.
con Air = con O2 + con N2 (3.24)
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3.7 Conclusion of Chapter 3
• A torque meter has been chosen to determine the transmitted torque to the transonic
stage compressor.
• A detailed analysis of the used venturi flow meter in the circuit has been done,
taking into account expansion values for media different than air.
• A computer based data acquisition system using TCP/IP and GPIB as communi-
cation protocol was set up, it replaces the former system with a pressure scanning
device.
• A second computer based monitoring system for vibration, temperature, speed and
torque was setup using CAN and GPIB bus communication. Due to the use of this
system the time for acquisition was reduced considerably.
• An unsteady data acquisition system was setup, extending the capability of the
laboratory for high speed data acquisition up to 250kHz.
• The unsteady data acquisition system can be integrated in the data acquisition
process by means of NIs4 Data Socket communication protocol.
• A procedure for the analysis of the gas quality by means of a gas chromatograph
has been set up.
4National Instruments (NI)
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4 Simulation and Theoretical Analysis
of the Shock-Vane Interaction
Mechanism
The aim of this chapter is to analyse the phenomenon of vane-blade row interaction in
a transonic compressor. In a first step the 3D nature of the interaction is determined.
Further, the influence of the vane shape on the interaction phenomena is studied. The
principal unsteadiness manifests itself as an upstream propagating shock wave situated in
front of a transonic rotor blade. The shock does not decay only with increasing distance
from the rotor. The presence of upstream vanes changes the boundary conditions for the
upstream propagating pressure wave and shows a vane depending pressure signature. A
numerical as well as an analytic approach was chosen for this task.
• The used numerical commercial code, a transient 3D solver called TASCFlow from
CFX, is briefly described.
• Results of the 3D calculations are discussed at different blade heights.
• A transient Quasi-3D solver called HT206 (ABB in-house tool), is briefly described
and was used for further examination.
• The aerodynamic setup of two different types of vanes is presented.
• A special plot type used to visualize the unsteady vane loading is demonstrated.
• The influence of the vane shape and the flow field of the two different vanes on the
propagation of the shock wave upstream of the rotor are highlighted.
• Time-space plots and time dependent pressure distributions on the vane and rotor
surfaces are presented in order to visualize the direction of the shock propagation.
• The acoustic theory of Hawkings [70] and the pressure amplification theory of von
Neumann [50] are combined to one method and compared with numerical results.
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4.1 Numerical Investigations
In the gas turbine design process a series of design tools from 1D over 2D Euler to 3D
Navier-Stokes are used to dimension an aerodynamic flow path of high quality. Between
the rotating and the non-rotating frame, mixing planes are used to average the flow quan-
tities in circumferential direction. This type of calculations cannot reveal the influence
of blade row interaction which depends on the relative position of the vanes and blades.
Transient calculations are therefore necessary to capture the flow field. Thus today’s CFD
users tend to solve the entire 3D flow field with spatial discretisation in the regions of
interest by using computational power and modern parallelisation methods. In a first step
transient 3D calculations were carried out using TASCFlow.
4.2 Initial Investigation with TASCFlow 3D
TASCFlow is a commercial program developed by CFX providing a pre-processor, a
flow solver and a post-processor and a toolbox gathering these single programs into one
packet. The packet provides a transient 3D flow solver and has an unique track record
in adequately solving flow problems in turbomachine flow. The initial idea of using this
code was to determine the phenomena of the stage interaction for this particular case as
described in chapter 1.2 with the aim to define regions with specific interest for further
and more detailed examinations.
4.2.1 Setup
A detailed description of the calculation environment TASCFlow can be obtained from
the various manuals provided by CFX [79], [80] and [81] and the reports from Gay [78]
and Mahowald [77] who execute most of the numerical investigations with this code.
Figure 4.1 and table 4.1 give an overview of the relation between the used programs and
the corresponding file structure. For the first time this commercial code was used at the
LTT and thus the environment for efficient and automated parallel computation had been
defined and applied to the LTT owned Linux cluster. A HP workstation C360 was used
for the setup of the cases, running under HP-UX11 with the possibility to manage 4Gb
main memory. The transient calculation was then shifted on a cluster of 6 CPUs operating
under SuSE 9.0. Intensive calculation work within four semester projects was necessary
in order to obtain the presented data. The code was used in its stage (steady calculation)
and transient mode (time dependent calculation). For time efficient calculation the stage
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solution was taken as the initial solution for the transient calculation.
Pre-Processing
Post-Processing
Solver
Figure 4.1: Input/Output Organigram
File File Description
TRI Terminal Input
TRO Terminal Output
GRD Coordinates of each grid node.
BCF Boundary condition file.
RSO Initial conditions and computed results
PRM Job control parameters.
TRO Terminal output.
OUT Formatted output
IRn Intermediate restart files
Table 4.1: Input/Output File Description
This numerical study was preceded by a study of grid dependency and influence of residual
criteria on the mass flow. The result of these studies define the applied conditions for the
transient calculations as listed below:
• grid resolution: 659k nodes/IGV, 654k nodes/rotor and 301k nodes/stator
• residual abort condition: 10-e5
• turbulence model: SST mixture of two turbulence models (k-ω close to the wall and
k- in the main flow)
In the experimental part of this work the spatial periodicity domain at a given time is made
of 16 loaded vanes (20 degree turning) and 17 rotor blades. The rotor to vane pitch ratio
of close to unity allows calculations in the smallest spatial periodic domain encompassing
one vane and one rotor blade. This modification yields a huge gain in computational time
with only small influence on the flow field. The rotor blade was scaled geometrical by
a ratio of 17
16
to keep its aerodynamic load similar which results in a longer and thicker
blade. The following boundary conditions are imposed to the calculated cases. Further 2
of the 32 stator vanes were added to the calculation.
• applied medium is R134a
• rotational speed is 16000 rpm
• total inlet pressure is 101.3 kPa
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• static outlet pressure is 120.0 kPa
• initial inlet speed is 65 m/s
An overview of the range of function of the presented commercial code is presented in the
assembly of screen shots in figure B.1 - showing the grid, the stage made out of the IGV
and the rotor blades as well as results on planes showing the relative inlet Mach number
and the static pressure flow field.
The axial spacing between the IGV and the rotor was chosen in order to have a case with
highly transient (close spacing) and almost no transient (far spacing) loading of the IGV
due to the shock and the potential interaction within the stage. (See appendix figure B.2
and figure B.3 for the two extreme configurations.) An additional moderate distance was
chosen to substantiate the tendency of the obtained results. In chapter 1.2 the existing
stage interaction mechanism were described and a major fact has to be recalled at this
point: The upstream propagating influence of the rotor depends on the relative inlet flow
conditions to the rotor blade. Figure 4.2 shows the stage divided into three radial regions
where the sketched levels indicate subsonic, transonic and supersonic relative inlet flow
conditions. According to this explanation, the interaction mechanism in the lower section
is completely dominated by the potential interaction while the upper level is entirely
dominated by shock-vane interaction. The middle section is under the influence of both
effects. An equal number of cells was used to define these three regions, but it should be
noted that the region of upper and lower section cover only 25% blade span each while
the remaining 50% are situated in the middle section.
4.2.2 Results and Discussion of the 3D Transient Calculation
The pressure fluctuation related to the rotor bow shock appears as a pressure variation
on the surface of the upstream vane. This time dependent pressure distribution on the
IGV is used by the TASCFlow post processor in order to calculate a time dependent force
acting on the upstream situated vane. Two main parameters of the numerical investigation
within TASCFlow are subject of a detailed analysis. It was expected that any variation of
the mass flow rate in the stage is caused by the shock vane interaction and thus should
become visible as changed mean pressure distribution on the vane and thus a different
mean load on the vane. The axial spacing was thus changed in order to see the impact
of the shock vane interaction at same flow conditions on the two highlighted parameters.
A possibility for a change in mass flow could be a modified turning of the IGV due to
the stage interaction. A reflection on this topic was sketched in chapter 1.2.2. A different
turning would manifest itself in a different force acting on the IGV. Thus the force on the
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upper section
middle section
lower section
region # cells # radial distance
lower section # 1-20 # 80,00-89,19 [mm]
middle section # 20-40 # 89,19-109,78 [mm]
upper section # 40-60 # 109,78-120,00 [mm]
flow direction
IGV rotor
Figure 4.2: Definition of three radial regions
IGV due to the interaction process was determined for three different radial sections as
described in figure 4.2 for different axial spacings.
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Figure 4.3: Circumferential force acting on the lower section - 25% of blade span.
Figure 4.3 shows the variation of the force in the lower span section of the IGV for
three different axial spacings. The rotor in this span section experiences only subsonic
inlet conditions such as the nature of the interacting process is purely potential. The
amplitude of the force for the close distance case is 4 times higher than that of the far
distance case.
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Figure 4.4: Circumferential force acting on the middle section - 50% of blade span.
The difference in amplitude between the far and the close case for the middle section (see
figure 4.4) is about 3.6 times and decreases to a value of 3.3 for the upper section. (See
figure 4.5)
The results from the middle section appear to be a superposition of interaction phenom-
ena. For the middle section the rotor has transonic inlet conditions, therefore the transient
load on the IGV in this section is a result of potential and shock-IGV interaction.
The large amplitude of the transient forces in the middle section results from the fact that
the surface used to calculated the force for this span section has about double the surface
size of the ones taken for the results related to the upper or the lower section. The reason
for this was mentioned in the description of figure 4.2.
The upper section in the close configuration is dominated by strong shock-IGV interaction
causing the largest unsteady loads on the entire blade. Figure 4.6 shows the load variation
on the entire IGV. The mean values of the sketched flow variation are presented in table
4.2 and do not show any significant difference beyond each section. The slight variation
of the mass flow of about 0.7% in the middle section can not clearly be attributed to the
shock-IGV interaction becasue of its location and is most probably lack in convergence of
the far spacing case. The relation between the force amplitude on the IGV and the axial
spacing is presented in figure 4.7. The values are corrected with the circular surfaces area
of the related span section. The evolution of the force amplitude for the lower section
shows a linear increase with decreasing axial spacing. This evolution is similar for the
middle section although the slope is smaller between middle and close configuration. This
observation can be made also for the force amplitude appearing in the upper section.
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Figure 4.5: Circumferential force acting on the upper section - 25% of blade span.
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Figure 4.6: Circumferential force acting on the entire blade surface.
axial spacing close medium large
blade section
total (100% blade height) 11.66 11.63 11.61 [N]
lower section (25% blade height) 2.6 2.6 2.59 [N]
middle section (50% blade height) 6.38 6.35 6.33 [N]
upper section (25% blade height) 3.28 3.27 3.28 [N]
Table 4.2: Mean force values for three axial spacings at three different heights and for the
entire vane.
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Figure 4.7: Relation between the corrected force amplitude for the three vane sections at
three axial spacing.
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Figure 4.8: Mass flow for far configuration
A close view on the mass flow rate should give further information about any influence of
the stage interaction. A comparison of the two cases close versus far configuration showing
the evolution of the mass flow is plotted over the rotor blade passages and presented in
figure 4.8 and 4.9. At the four different block interfaces (see figure B.3 and B.2) the mass
flow is recorded. The amplitude of the mass flow varies by 1,1% of the absolute value
for the far configuration case and by 2,7% for the close configuration case although the
mean mass flow does not change. The mean mass flow for both cases was determined
with 6.47kg
s
in the inlet section 0. The oscillation of the mass flow rate is pronounced for
the close configuration case in all 4 sections. Even a similiar amplitude was observed in
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the 4 sections. In case of the far configuration a small oscillation of the mass flow was
still observed.
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Figure 4.9: Mass flow for close configuration
4.2.3 Conclusion of the 3D Computation
The results of the transient 3D computation show
• the significant influence of the shock-IGV interaction on the transient aerodynamic
load of the upstream vane
• the amplitude of the mass flow variation through the stage depends strongly on the
axial distance
• neither an influence of the axial spacing on the mean force on the IGV nor on the
mean mass flow variation through the compressor.
A discussion about the sufficient grid resolution came up and the possibilities for a further
increase of the nodes was analysed. For the current cases a transient calculation with a
total of 1.8 million nodes represents the limitation of the software. Parallelisation within
this code is most efficient with a maximum of 6 CPUs. For further discretisation the
software manufacturer recommended the successor of TASCFlow with even more powerful
parallelisation methods and less restrictions for memory allocation. Instead of changing
towards this new version and doing further transient 3D calculation, the decision was
made to do further analysis with a different approach regarding only one channel height
where the inlet conditions to the rotor are purely supersonic.
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4.3 Numerical Investigation with Q3D Method
For this purpose calculations were performed using a transient Q3D solver. Q3D models
were used over the last years to reduce time consuming 3D calculations. With increasing
computational power and the possibility of efficient parallelisation, the Q3D approach lost
slightly of its importance as it is clear that Q3D calculations are not well suited to the
assessment of 3D effects in turbomachines. In general flow phenomena in turbomachines
may influence several streamlines because of their strong radial evolution (for example a
tip vortex). Nevertheless Q3D calculations are very useful to get good results if secondary
flow phenomena are less dominant. This is the case regarding the flow field of prismatic
inlet guide vanes. The unsteady vane loading due to shock-structure interaction can be
captured with high accuracy and transient results are obtained in a reasonable scope of
time.
4.3.1 Code Description
The software used in this work is called HT206 and is a script based package of For-
tran90 codes providing pre- and post processing as well as a time accurate multi block
Euler/Navier-Stokes solver using either a 2D or Q3D approach. The program is used in
the design environment of ABB Turbo Systems and Alstom Power, Switzerland and was
developed and calibrated by Schäfer [28], [29]. For the current investigation the Q3D
option was used. Q3D calculations are based on two special 2D models. The first one is
the so called S2 model solving the basic equations in a plane between the blades reaching
from hub to casing. The second one solves the equations on one or more S1 stream sheets
between hub and casing. The coupling between the two models is done in an iterative
way by using the geometry and flow quantities determined by one model as input for
the other model. The S1 model delivers the circulation of the blades, the S2-model the
geometry of the stream sheet and the corresponding thickness. The iteration between S1
and S2 is stopped, when the changes in blade circulation and stream sheet geometry be-
come small. Instead of the combination of S2 and S1 calculations, streamlines have been
extracted from 3D calculations made by Stage3D at Alstom Power, Switzerland. The S1
solver of HT206 uses a time marching method solving the Navier-Stokes equation with
the algebraic Baldwin&Lomax turbulence model. Spatial discretisation is performed with
a cell centred finite volume method. The fluxes are determined using a central scheme
and Jamesons artificial viscosity. Time discretisation is performed with a multi stage
Runge-Kutta scheme. The time step size is determined by a either a dual time stepping
method or a constant time step. [28], [29]
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4.3.2 Calculation Setup
The cases presented in the following are a representative subset of the calculations made
with HT206. They are situated on streamline number 8 at 87 % span. An operating point
had been chosen where convergence can easily be attained and which fits approximately
with the experimental results. In Q3D methods the stream sheet is transformed to a
local S1 coordinate system. The transformation is angle preserving and the stream sheet
thickness and its radial evolution is taken into account. The stream wise coordinate is
defined as m′ =
∫
dm
r
where dm =
√
dx2 + dr2, Θ = circumferential angle, x is the axial
coordinate and r is the radial coordinate. Thus the dimensions of abscissa and ordinate
are of m′/Θ.
Two different geometrical shapes of the rotor upstream vanes are numerically compared.
The two shapes are typical for
• an aerodynamically unloaded vane with no turning - case A, presented in figure
4.11(a), also called strut and
• an aerodynamically loaded vane with 20° turning - case B, depicted in figure 4.11(b).
The setup with the loaded vane corresponds to the aerodynamic setup used in the experi-
mental investigation of this work. The aerodynamic setup with the unloaded vane (figure
4.11(a)) was investigated in the numerical context only. An experimental setup working
with an unloaded strut in the entrance region of a transonic rotor was presented in earlier
investigations made on the SMI1 by Gorrell [3]. These experiments are briefly discussed
in the chapters 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 of this work.
The transient surface pressure distribution of the vane and rotor is examined with differ-
ent tools in order to obtain a complete information. A special region of interest for the
analysis of both cases is the rear part of the SS of each vane. Comparing the shape of the
strut with the shape of the IGV in this region, the angle between the IGV suction side
surface and the incoming shock wave is smaller than 15°. Figure 4.10(a) gives an idea of
the possible shock surface position in a transonic compressor. Three different parameters
exist in order to influence the angle between the shock and vane surface and are recalled
in the following list:
• vane shape
• operating point and
• the axial distance between rotor and vane.
1Stage Matching Investigation rig of the U.S. Air Force
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(a) Schematic view of shock position for different
operating points
I
R
(b) Influence of angle between surface and incom-
ing shock; I: incoming shock; R: reflected shock
Figure 4.10: Description of the aerodynamic setup, shock reflection mechanism and re-
sulting pressure amplification.
Special attention is paid to the amplitude of transient surface pressure on the vane, ex-
pecting a higher pressure level for case B than for case A. The basis for this assumption
was delivered by von Neumann [50] and was briefly discussed in the introduction of this
work. The amplification mechanism was presented by Suter and Bölcs [17] and is depicted
for different incoming shock strength in figure 4.10(b). According to this plot the ampli-
fication efect remains constant for small angles between 0°and 25°. With increasing angle
between shock and surface the amplification decreases. In the experimental part of this
work the spatial periodicity domain at a given time is made of 16 loaded vanes (20 degree
turning) and 17 rotor blades. The rotor to vane pitch ratio of close to unity allows for
calculations in the smallest spatial periodic domain encompassing one vane and one rotor
blade. This modification yields a huge gain in computational time with only small influ-
ence on the flow field. The rotor blade was scaled geometrically by a ratio of 17
16
to keep
its aerodynamic load similar which results in a longer and thicker blade. The calculation
at the design point (static pressure at the exit of 1.16 bar and a rotational speed of 16000
rpm) is denoted as reference case. The relative rotor inlet Mach number for this stream
sheet is about M = 1.12. To match this boundary conditions for the two vane shapes,
the rotor has to turn with reduced speed for the unloaded vane. At reduced speed and
with a 0° flow turning the bow shock attached to the rotor leading edge creates the same
strength over the bow shock as for the design speed with the flow turning IGV. The mass
flow rate given by the rotational speed varies for the two cases, but the time-dependent
load of the vane is determined by the rotor bow shock and the inlet Mach number which
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(a) Case A - strut configuration without flow
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(b) Case B - IGV configuration with flow turn-
ing upstream of rotor - 100% rotor speed
Figure 4.11: Numerical Setup for Case A and Case B
is equal for both cases. A comparison of the two cases regarding the inlet Mach number
of the vane showed a difference of 2.8%.
At this point it becomes clear why the strut was not examined experimentally. Changing
the rotor inlet conditions to 0° over the entire span requires a new 3D rotor design,
because sole speed reduction would lead to a complete mismatch of the rotor. Thus the
two vane shapes can only be compared in a numerical way on a single stream sheet. Each
block axial in surface out circumferential
IGV or strut 201 16 159 26 121
rotor 221 26 159 36 121
Table 4.3: Number of nodes for the two calculated cases
block of both IGV and strut case is discretised with a similar structured H-type grid with
a value of y+ = ∆y
√
ρτw
µ
below 50. The number of nodes along the grid boundaries in
axial (three regions: in, surface, out) and circumferential direction (one region) is listed
in table 4.3. The subregions are depicted in an example in figure 4.11(b).
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rotor block
IGV block
strut block
IGV SS
strut PS
chimera
interface
rotor block
boundary
Figure 4.12: Zoom in the vane TE and rotor LE region, showing the spatial grid resolution
on the upper side for case A and on the lower side for case B
The amount of nodes on adjacent vane or blade surfaces is equal, but the node dis-
tribution nearby the LE and TE is increased. The interface between the rotating and
non-rotating frame is realized with a chimera interpolation. The chimera interpolation is
non-conservative with an error in the range of two-tenth of a percent as determined by
Schäfer et al.[28]. To gain calculation time the converged solution from a coarse grid is
interpolated in two steps on a medium and finally on the finest grid. Calculations were
performed in single CPU mode on a Dual Xeon 3.02 Ghz linux computer. The calculation
time for a converged solution which represents about 30 rotor blade passages is about
60 hours. Convergence is typically attained when the difference between the mass flow
variation for two following rotor passages remains below 0.5%. A comparison of the grid
quality is sketched in figure 4.12. It does not represent the computational domain for the
numerical investigation. One vane block of each case and two rotor blocks are visualized
to underline the effort made keeping the numerical error equal for the two cases. The grid
behind the trailing edge of the vanes shows a dense node distribution along the boundary
while the node distribution in the rotor inlet region is only slightly finer than in the rotor
mid channel region. In the following the upper part of the strut will also be called suction
side and the lower side of the strut pressure side, although there is no load due to the
undisturbed main flow and thus no force on this vane. In this chapter, the expression
shock wave is used for the shock wave locked to the rotor leading edge. Once this wave is
cut and reflected the expression pressure wave is used.
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4.4 Snapshot Analysis
The time-dependent forces on the vane upstream of the rotor due to the interaction
mechanism are of high interest for this study. The results are therefore best presented
in a series of pictures showing the time-dependent evolution of the flow field of the one-
channel calculation. Figures 4.16-4.21 and 4.22-4.27 show a series of plots presenting the
static pressure obtained from the time-resolved calculation over one rotor passage. Six
snapshots for a strut respectively IGV (see figure 4.14- of the flow field for evenly spaced
rotor positions are shown in each figure. The snapshot series starts with figure 4.16(a)
and figure 4.22(a) respectively, the position where the rotor bow shock just hits the TE of
the vane. The series of snapshots end when one rotor blade passage is finished. A dashed
line shows the path of the shock as a rotor bow shock attached to the rotor leading edge
and as a reflected part on the strut / IGV surface, reflected at point R1 and diffracted at
point D1.
4.4.1 Circumferential versus Axial Force
The forces acting on the vanes are calculated with the local reduced pressure on the
surface of these vanes. The spatial discretisation is limited by the grid size around the
vane surface. The force on one element of length ∆l is ∆Fi = pi∆l and the total force on
the vane is the integral of all elements times the local pressure. The force per element is
split in a x- and y-component according to the inclination angle γ of the surface. These are
∆Fix = ∆Fi sin γ and ∆Fiy = ∆Fi cos γ. Figure 4.13 visualizes the described terminology.
The line plot in figures 4.16(b) and 4.22(b) shows the dimensionless forces acting on the
vane upstream of the rotor for one rotor passage. Only the AC component of the total
forces are visualized in a plot of circumferential versus axial non-dimensional force. The
resulting force describes a path in the following called force vector trajectory.
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F˜xn
F˜yn F˜n
F˜xn: transient axial force
F˜n: transient resulting force
F˜yn: transient circumferential force
γ : angle between axis and surface
∆l
pi
γ
Figure 4.13: Orientation of forces acting on a vane.
F˜xn =
F˜x − F x
F x far
(4.1)
F˜yn =
F˜y − F y
F y far
(4.2)
The plotted values are made dimensionless by dividing them with a force obtained from
a calculation of case B with a large axial spacing between vane and rotor. For this
calculation the flow coefficient was kept constant and the result is a flow field representing
steady conditions. The resulting time-averaged force from the large distance calculation
is denoted F x,y far , the transient force of the analysed case F˜x,y and its time-averaged
value consequently F x,y, respectively. The non-dimensional forces are calculated following
equation 4.1 and 4.2. The orientation of the forces is depicted exemplarily in figure 4.13.
The average flow field in order to determine the time-averaged force F x,y was obtained
by means of averaging of all time step solutions over one rotor blade passage.
Using this approach the two cases can be compared regarding the transient forces only.
The values plotted in the force vector trajectory indicate the percentage of rotor passage.
An equal step width in rotor passage allows for comparison of the two cases regarding
the speed for increase and decay of the forces in the two directions. A comparison of
the two calculated force vector trajectory is depicted in figure 4.28 and discussed in
the connected chapter in more detail. The way of presenting the transient variation of
forces on an aerodynamic profile in a 2D plot showing axial versus circumferential forces
infatuates with its simpleness on one side but also due to its complete information about
the transient process on the other side. The plot becomes closed once periodicity is
reached, thus indicating if an adequate convergence of the calculation was reached. The
trajectories have a main orientation which varies with the vane shape. The points on
the trajectory that are furthermost are called in the following analysis minimum for a
negative and maximum for a positive resulting force. Minimum and maximum of the
resulting force are not necessarily at the same location as the minimum or maximum
force in either circumferential or axial direction.
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In the existing literature basically bar chart diagrams are sketched for a certain amount of
time steps thus needing multiple plots and graphs in order to present similar information.
The way of plotting this data makes it easy to compare different vane shapes. The
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of the vane projection screen.
parameter of interest is the stagger angle and to some degree also the thickness of the
vane which results in a variable called in the following the projection screen of the vane
shape. The terminology is visualized in figure 4.14.
4.4.2 Case A
The transient flow field is plotted for six time steps and presented in figures 4.16 - 4.21
showing the interaction phenomena between shock and vane surface for case A 2. In the
plots dashed lines emphasize the shock system as shown in the sketch of a typical shock
system; figure 4.15.
Together with the snapshots, the force vector trajectory are visualized. R1 indicates the
origin of the reflection on the suction side (upper side) while D1 indicates the origin of
the diffracted shock on the pressure side (lower side). Rotor position 4% represents the
flow field just before the rotor bow shock hits the trailing edge. The strut experiences
its maximum load in axial direction and circumferential direction (lifting). Related to
the position of maximum thickness of the vane, we therefore conclude the higher pressure
to be located upstream of this point. Regarding the force vector trajectory we observe
also a minimum of the force in circumferential direction. The analysis of the flow field
shows therefore a significant difference in pressure between upper and lower side in the
rear region of the vane. The run of the bow shock and the reflected part of a former shock
passage are visualized with a dashed line. R1 indicates the upstream traveling reflection
point on the surface while D1 is the point showing the origin of diffration of the next
incoming shock. According to the force vector location, the rotor position 20% indicates
2A series of snapshots presented in a film sequence can be obtained from http://www.hoc.net/∼ ste-
fank/dsk/caseA
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Figure 4.15: Typical 2D arrangement of a shock system emitted by a transonic rotor and
reflected on the upstream vane.
(a) Snapshot at rotor position 4%
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(b) Force vectors on strut
Figure 4.16: Case A: Snapshot at 4% rotor position and force vector trajectory
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(a) Snapshot at rotor position 20%
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(b) Force vectors on strut
Figure 4.17: Case A: Snapshot at 20% rotor position and force vector trajectory
the situation where the transient force on upper and lower side are compensated and the
circumferential force crosses zero. The incoming shock wave is diffracted (D1), reflected
(R1) and propagates upstream. The load in flow direction is slightly reduced. The dashed
line shows the different parts of the shock in the flow field. The force vector shows an
(a) Snapshot at rotor position 36%
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(b) Force vectors on strut
Figure 4.18: Case A: Snapshot at 36% rotor position and force vector trajectory
increase of the circumferential load approaching rotor position 36%. The maximum
pressure appears due to the incoming shock wave and its reflected part on the upper
surface, resulting in an increased force in circumferential and axial direction (against
flow). Rotor position 52% presents a snapshot of the flow field just after the vector force
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(a) Snapshot at rotor position 52%
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(b) Force vectors on strut
Figure 4.19: Case A: Snapshot at 52% rotor position and force vector trajectory
trajectory reached its maximum in circumferential direction. The pressure on the upper
side of the vane now decreases. It is remarkable that the axial force acting on the vane now
remains higher for the second half of the rotor period. The dashed line shows the pressure
wave situated in front of the LE of the neighbouring rotor. The force vector at rotor
(a) Snapshot at rotor position 68%
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(b) Force vectors on strut
Figure 4.20: Case A: Snapshot at 68% rotor position and force vector trajectory
position 68% shows almost balanced loading of the vane in circumerential direction. The
load against flow is still higher than for the first half of the rotor passage. The reflected
part of the bow shock vanishes while interacting with the following bow shock. Rotor
position 84% indicates a position where the axial force crosses the zero position. In the
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(a) Snapshot at rotor position 84%
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(b) Force vectors on strut
Figure 4.21: Case A: Snapshot at 84% rotor position and force vector trajectory
following way of the rotor blade the axial force is oriented in flow direction. The point of
diffraction disappears on the pressure side and remains visible on the suction side.
The vane appears to be divided into two regions by the point of maximal thickness of the
vane. The force in axial direction increases if the pressure on both vane sides downstream
of this point is higher than the pressure upstream of this location and vice versa. However
the circumferential force depends on the pressure balance between upper and lower profile
side.
For only a few rotor positions the force vector trajectory rotates counter clockwise and
then turns to a clockwise rotating path. The trajectory describes a plotted "8". The axial
projection screen is small for a symmetric vane thus the axial load on such a vane is less
dominant. The shape of this plot is a function of the vane thickness distribution and the
interaction of the vane working surface with the incoming shock. For a thicker vane a
more pronounced "8" and thus an increased amplitude of the axial load is expected. The
upstream propagating pressure wave remains strong at far distance of the rotor face.
4.4.3 Case B
The transient flow field is plotted for six rotor positions and presented in figures 4.22(a)-
4.27(a) showing the interaction phenomena between shock and vane surface for case B3.
3A series of snapshot presented in a film sequence can be obtained from
http://www.hoc.net/∼stefank/dsk/caseB
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R1 indicates the origin of the reflection while D1 indicates the origin of the diffraction on
the vane surface. The vane shape has an important working surface face to the incoming
rotor bow shock.
(a) Rotor Position 4%
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(b) Force-vector trajectory on strut
Figure 4.22: Case B: Snapshot at 4% rotor position and force vector trajectory
Rotor position 4% represents the flow field just before the rotor bow shocks hits the
trailing edge. The pressure on the suction side is lower than that on the PS. The dashed
line shows a part of a reflected pressure wave crossing the incoming shock wave. The
snapshot indicates the position where the resulting force on the vane is at its minimum
which means maximum axial force in flow direction and maximum lifting of the vane. In
(a) Rotor Position 20%
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(b) Force-vector trajectory on strut
Figure 4.23: Case B: Snapshot at 20% rotor position and force vector trajectory
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rotor position 20% the rotor bow shock already passed the TE of the vane. The incoming
shock wave is diffracted and reflected by the vane and now propagates upstream. The axial
as well as the circumferential force increases quickly due to the influence of this pressure
increase on the SS. Rotor position 36% shows the snapshot of the flow field where the
(a) Rotor Position 36%
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(b) Force-vector trajectory on strut
Figure 4.24: Case B: Snapshot at 36% rotor position and force vector trajectory
maximum of the force vector trajectory is just exceeded. The pressure on the suction
side decreases with decreasing strength of the reflected pressure wave while propagating
upstream. The load against flow direction decreases because of the same reason Rotor
(a) Rotor Position 52%
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(b) Force-vector trajectory on strut
Figure 4.25: Case B: Snapshot at 52% rotor position and force vector trajectory
position 52% shows the reflected branch of the shock situated in the inlet region of the
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next rotor blade. The pressure on the SS decreases further thus resulting in a decrease of
axial and circumferential load. The snapshot of rotor position 68% shows the interaction
(a) Rotor Position 68%
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(b) Force-vector trajectory on strut
Figure 4.26: Case B: Snapshot at 68% rotor position and force vector trajectory
of the reflected pressure branch with the bow shock of the neighbouring rotor blade. Even
the flow field behind the bow shock in the rotor channel experiences the consequence of
this interaction. The transient load is balanced for this point and the force acts in axial
flow direction. Rotor position 84% still shows the interaction of the reflected shock wave
(a) Rotor Position 82%
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(b) Force-vector trajectory on strut
Figure 4.27: Case B: Snapshot at 84% rotor position and force vector trajectory
with the bow shock of the neighbouring rotor blade. The increase of pressure on the PS
results in a further increase of force in axial direction and an increased lifting.
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The force vector trajectory rotates in counter clockwise direction. Its orientation depends
on the direction of the incoming shock wave and the working surface of the vane. The
sudden change of the path orientation appears when the bow shock hits the TE of the
vane. Both, the axial and circumferential load increase after the impact and decay after
36% rotor passage.
4.4.4 Comparison of Force Vector Trajectories
For further analysis of theses results the two force vector trajectories of the vanes are
depicted together in figure 4.28. Regarding the duty cycle of the vane load, we distinguish
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Figure 4.28: Comparison of non dimensional forces on the vane upstream of the rotor
between a rising slope (increase) and a falling slope (decay). The time the interaction
process needs to oscillate between the two extrema is not similar for the two cases.
The minimum in the force vector trajectory appears for both cases at the same rotor
position. The rotor is located at about 4% of the channel passage, when the bow shock
hits the trailing edge of the upstream situated vane. The maximum does not appear at
the same rotor position for the two cases. The raising slope in case B takes about 35%
time (circumferential way) of one rotor blade passage while for case A the rising slope
finishes after half a rotor passage; the time is equal for rising and falling slope in case A.
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Strut - case A IGV - case B
∆Fx 0.32 0.97
∆Fy 0.95 1.00
Fx
Fy
42% 97%
Table 4.4: Comparison of the key data of the evolution plot of case A and B.
An interesting detail is the orientation of the resulting force. The rotor forcing function
is equal for both cases and the thickness of the TE is approximately equal for both vanes,
too. At the rotor position where the bow shock hits the TE of the vane both loci show a
similar characteristics. They undergo a sudden change of direction due to the shock TE
interaction. Both path have a counter-clockwise rotational direction for a part of the rotor
movement. With increasing time the boundary conditions for the incoming pressure wave
differs between case A and B and the trajectories start to deviate from each other. Case
A now turns to a clockwise rotational direction. The trajectory of the resulting force thus
follows a sketched "8". The evolution of the resulting force for case B follows an elliptic
counter clock wise path instead. A vertical "8" means 2 cycles of backward and forward
movement the vane experiences per rotor passage in axial direction while a simple round
shape means a single oscillation for a single rotor blade passage in both main directions.
The amplitude of the axial force in case B is three times larger (table 4.4) than for case
A. The values lie below the projection screen rate between the two cases of caseB
caseA
= 3.75
1
,
thus being only approximative for prediction. A linear correlation of these values is not
possible. The magnitude of the force in circumferential direction instead is almost identic
for both cases. The change in rotational direction of the force vector trajectory shows
the influence of the axial projection screen of the vane on the time dependent force. In
case B the incoming pressure wave loses its strength and the energy is transformed in
axial thrust dominating the force vector trajectory while in case A the pressure wave
propagates upstream without important restraint thus not creating a similar path. An
other important result of the analysis of the transient flow field is the difference between
the two cases concerning the reflected part of the bow shock. The reflected shock wave in
case B interacts with the rotor bow shock of the neighbouring rotor. The reflected shock
wave in case A seems to dominate the flow in the vane channel and might be visible on
the lower side of the vane. For further analysis of this observation, the pressure signature
on the vane and the rotor is analysed in chapter 4.5.
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4.5 Surface Pressure Signature for Vane and Rotor
4.5.1 Comparison of Static Pressure on Vane Surfaces
The transient pressure signature on the vane surfaces is depicted in figures 4.30(a) and
4.30(b) for both cases. The two plots show the non-dimensional pressure variation on
the vane surface for three rotor blade passages. The vane surface is presented as an
unrolled 2D surface with the TE SS on the left and the PS TE on the right. The y-axis
represents the number of time steps. The LE is situated in the center of the plot. Figure
4.29 visualizes the way the profile is unwrapped. In order to interpret this plot we recall
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Figure 4.29: Synthesis of the surface pressure plot
that the time step remains constant and only the vane or blade surface pressure of single
streamline is analysed over several time steps. An upstream propagating pressure wave
leaves a characteristic signature on the surface of the vane. It recurs with the blade passage
frequency the condition for periodicity in the presented calculations. If the propagation
speed of the pressure wave remains constant the signature manifests itself as a straight
line as depicted in figure 4.30(a) on the SS (point 1). A variation of the propagation speed
results in a curved signature path as plotted in figure 4.30(b) on the SS of the IGV.
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(a) Case A - Signature of upstream propagating
shock wave on strut
(b) Case B - Signature of upstream propagating
shock wave on IGV
Figure 4.30: Time-resolved surface pressure on the vanes for three rotor passages .
From figure 4.30 we can deduce the difference in pressure wave propagation for both vane
types with increasing time. In case B the pressure wave signature decays rapidly on the SS
while case A experiences the pressure wave almost along the entire SS. This includes also
a local peak of the pressure (indicated with the "1") we will get back to in the following
chapter. Case B shows on the PS a signature of an upstream propagating pressure wave.
Case A shows two upstream propagating pressure waves (indicated with the number 2
in figure 4.30(a)). The difference in direction indicates a different speed of propagation.
Comparing the pressure signature with the results plotted in figures 4.16 - 4.21, we can
attribute these waves to the reflected rotor bow shock propagating upstream in the vane
channel and to a diffracted bow shock locked to the following rotor blade.
4.5.2 Comparison of Static Pressure on Rotor Surfaces
The pressure signature on the rotor surfaces are depicted for the two cases in figures
4.31(b) and 4.31(a). The way the data is presented is identical to that of the plot above.
However this time, the pressure on the surface is presented in absolute values. A transonic
rotor has a very characteristic signature on the blade surface. Regarding case A first, we
can determine a subsonic region in the rear region of the rotor PS. Approaching the LE,
a pressure drop is visible indicating the position of the channel shock in the upper part
of the rotor passage. The other branch of the shock is situated close to the SS TE. In
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front of the shock the rotor SS shows a low static surface pressure indicating a high -
supersonic inlet Mach number. The effect of curvature is visible due to the decrease of
static pressure from the LE SS to the shock position in the rear part of the SS.
(a) Case A - Rotor surface pressure (b) Case B - Rotor surface pressure
Figure 4.31: Time-resolved surface pressure on the rotor for two different types of up-
stream vanes for three rotor passages.
Case A and case B show a similar region with high and low static pressure but the borders
between high and low pressure seem to fluctuate over time in case B, although the same
convergence criterion was satisfied for both cases. Thus the fluctuation is attributed to
different boundary conditions. Four labels are situated in the plot of case B specifying
the difference between the two plots:
1. Point 1: The shock position on the SS fluctuates slightly compared to case A.
2. Point 2 indicates a regular pattern of disturbances in static pressure on the rotor
SS. This pattern appears three times in this plot at a constant time difference.
3. Point 3 marks the region of static pressure fluctuation. The fluctuation of static
pressure varies over a length of 15% chord thus indicating an increased variation of
the inlet Mach number. The fluctuation is situated behind a region of relative high
profile curvature.
4. Point 4: The pressure behind the PS LE is lower in case B, indicating also a higher
Mach number in this region.
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The analysis of case A reveals an interaction of the reflected pressure wave with the bow
shock of the following rotor blade. This explains the regular pattern of disturbances on the
rotor SS for case A (point 3). The disturbance appears depending upon the vane/blade
ratio. Therefore the three rotor blade passages create the three disturbances being visible
in this plot.
The influence of this "reflected"-shock/rotor interaction is difficult to quantify. The in-
teraction appears with the BPF but is phase shifted compared to the excitation due to
wake-rotor interaction. The branch of the shock wave interacting with the next rotor bow
shock passes twice the grid boundary. Due to the distinct change of the grid resolution
the viscous damping of the pressure wave has a big influence on the result. Therefore a
detailed analysis is only possible in comparison with a further numerical code using a dif-
ferent scheme for passing the information over the grid interface. Thus the intensity of the
rotor excitation due to the interaction of the reflected bow shock with the neighbouring
rotor is not possible to quantify.
We state that the reflected part of the bow shock remains in the vane passage for case A
and interacts with the PS of the adjacent vane while the reflected pressure wave of case B
interacts with the following bow shock of the neighbouring rotor blade. The interaction
process and the resulting pressure distribution is determined by the vane shape.
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4.6 Rotor Forcing Function
4.6.1 Isolated Rotor Calculation
The isolated rotor flow field was calculated providing the information about the initial
upstream propagating pressure wave. The obtained data describes the so called Rotor
Forcing Function. Calculations were carried out on a single H-grid block with a grid
resolution of 241 x 121 nodes. Due to limitation of the grid generator, the nodes in
axial direction are unequally distributed along the x-axis. A maximum of 40 nodes is
possible in the inlet and the outlet region while each blade surface is discretised with
159 nodes. The same operating point was chosen as it was used for the calculations in
the previous chapters. Figure 4.32(a) shows the static pressure flow field of the isolated
rotor calculation with a series of bow shocks propagating upstream. The grid boundary
is indicated in the image. The plot in figure 4.32(b) presents the pressure fluctuation
along the dashed line of analysis depicted in figure 4.32(a). The pressure in this plot is
made non-dimensional by division with the static inlet pressure. The decreasing pressure
fluctuation from left to right indicates the decay of the shock strength while propagating
upstream. The indicated decay rate of the shock wave strength is very large and it
appears evident that the coarse grid resolution is responsible for the artificial dissipation
of the shock wave. Instead of a grid convergence study using a multiblock solution with
an additional block in the inlet region, the use of a semi-analytic model was considered
to predict the rotor forcing function. The model is explained in detail in the following
chapter 4.6.2.
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Figure 4.32: Shock decay in the undisturbed flow field upstream of the rotor.
4.6.2 Semi-Analytic Model for Shock Wave Propagation
In chapter 1.2.4 we introduced the reader to the discussion about the linearised-acoustic
theory and the non-linear theory dealing with the propagation of sound in a transonic
compressor. It turned out that multiple tone generation in transonic compressors is a
consequence of the non-linear shock behaviour associated with the supersonic aerodynamic
flow. It is therefore convenient to classify the related non-linear theory as "aerodynamic"
or "non-linear acoustic " considering a weak wake propagation instead of acoustic sound
propagation.
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The aerodynamic theory replaces the rotor by a 2-dimensional cascade representing a
typical supersonic section of the rotor blading. The schematic cascade, built up with
identical rotor blades with curved suction side surfaces is depicted in figure 4.33.
Figure 4.33: Inlet flow of a 2D supersonic rotor cascade
The shock pattern consists of alternating shock waves located at the leading edge and
expansion waves emanating from the suction side surface. The flow is considered to be
isentropic and losses are neglected. Hawkings [70] presented a simple equation describing
the pressure fluctuations ahead of a supersonic rotor cascade:
Π = Λ
F
x∗
, (4.3)
where Λ = 2κ/(κ + 1), x∗ = x/s, M is the non disturbed upstream Mach number, θ the
mean stagger angle of the blades in the cascade and
F =
√
(Mrel
2 − 1)
Mrel
2
(√
M2rel − 1 cos θ − sin θ
)2
. (4.4)
A closer look on figure 4.33 and equation 4.4 shows that the mean stagger angle has a big
influence on the pressure field upstream of the rotor. Assuming equal rotational speed,
a lower stagger angle results in a higher axial velocity and the upstream propagating
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pressure waves decay faster than upon the shock emitted by a rotor with high stagger
angle. Hawkings [70] stated that the nearby rotor field pressure fluctuation can not be
described with the 1
x
law of equation 4.3. The solution is more complex and follows a
function of type 1√
x
. A solution was presented by Morfey and Fisher [56] working with
an initial value for the shock strength. Thus equation 4.3 is extended to
Π = Λ
F
x∗
×
(
1 + Λ
F
x∗
1
Π0
)−1
, (4.5)
with the initial shock strength calculated from
Π0 =
p+ − p−
1
2
(p+ − p−) ,
where p+ indicates the pressure before the initial shock and p− the pressure behind the
initial shock. The initial shock strength required for equation 4.5 was obtained by the
passage shock located at m′ ≈ 2.25 in figure 4.32. Equation 4.5 is depicted in plot 4.32 as
a dashed line. The line describes an envelope of the pressure fluctuation close to the rotor
showing good agreement with the pressure fluctuation obtained with the Navier-Stokes
solver. Further upstream, the shock strength decays faster than the estimated values
of the semi-analytical model of Morfey and Fisher. A comparison of this model with
measurements has been done by Morfey and Fisher [56].
They confirmed, that all calculations with their model up to an inlet Mach number of 1.2
show good agreement with measurements. Comparison with inlet Mach number higher
than that show less good consistency with the model. The initial assumption of uniformity
of the shock pattern and the absence of 3D effects governed by strong shocks are probably
the basic source of error for this difference rather than any other parameter involved in
equation 4.5.
Recently published comparisons of the test case Rotor-35 ([54],[55]) with numerical results
obtained by modern CFD technology and the model show very good agreement. The
authors confirmed with their study that the upstream propagating shock wave is effectively
an inviscid phenomenon.
We can assume that the difference of the shock wave strength in the case of the calculated
isolated rotor is related to the grid quality upstream of the rotor where the grid appears to
be qualitatively poor. This lack of quality becomes visible regarding the free branch of the
bow shock passing the grid boundary. The contour plot of the branch as presented in figure
4.32(a) shows an artificial bump in this region. The grid quality is of high importance
in order to predict the decay of upstream propagating shock waves accurately. On the
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other side the inviscid behaviour of the shock propagation might be used to efficiently
construct adequate flow field discretisation. Of course this would require a reduction of
non-physical dissipation for these waves in the numerics.
Such a simple theory estimating the rotor forcing function is of high interest in order to
define a preliminary structural design of a transonic rotor stage, notably the upstream
situated vane or stator of a transonic blade. In the following chapter of this work, the
results of the semi-analytic model are used to analyse the rotor forcing function acting on
the upstream vanes of case A and case B.
4.7 Shock Decay of Rotor Bow Shock with Upstream
Vanes
In this chapter, the shock decay is analysed for a rotor being embedded in its stage
configuration. For a comparison of the rotor forcing function with the pressure distribution
on the upstream vane, the pressure envelope for the case A and B which is in fact the
response of the rotor forcing function interaction with the vane surface are plotted for one
rotor passage in figure 4.34(a) and 4.34(b).
These envelopes give information about the extreme values for each surface point on
the chord. The values are made non-dimensional through division by their static inlet
pressure. On the top of each plot the shape of the vane is depicted. The shapes are not
presented in the correct ratio of blade thickness to blade chord. The plots below show the
envelope for the SS and the PS. The line plotted in red indicates the maximum pressure,
the blue line the minimum pressure, respectively. The dotted line indicates the averaged
value for one rotor passage. Six different pressure distributions on the vane surface are
plotted in each figure. The black dots relate each curve to the specific rotor passage which
are the same for the snapshot analysis in chapter 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. The chord is oriented
in direction of the main flow, thus 0% chord is situated at the LE and 100% chord at the
TE of the vane. The plot is discussed from the TE to the LE . The direction, contrary to
the main flow, was chosen because the shock propagates from TE to LE and its strength
decays with increasing distance from the rotor face. Both cases discussed in the following
paragraph have their TE located at same distance from the rotor, thus we assume an
equal rotor forcing function for both cases.
Case A The maximum pressure envelope on the SS shows a maximum at 92%
chord and then decays until 75% chord. Further on, the curve climbes and passes a local
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Figure 4.34: Pressure envelope on vane surfaces
maximum at 57% chord. Towards the LE the envelope decays at moderate ratio.
The minimum pressure envelope shows a moderate decay ratio until 57% chord and
than starts increasing towards the LE.
The PS side shows an almost constant minimum and maximum pressure envelope along
the chord of the profile.
Case B The maximum pressure envelope on the SS (figure 4.34(b)) shows a rapid
decay starting from the TE towards 30% chord.
Theminimum pressure envelope shows a slight decay from the TE towards 65% chord
and then starts increasing towards the LE.
On the PS, the maximum as well as the minimum pressure envelope remain almost con-
stant along the chord of the profile.
The dashed line denotes the time-averaged value on both sides.
A decay ratio of the pressure amplitude which varies along the chord and even increases
for certain sections on the profile allows the conclusion that the pressure level strongly
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depends on the vane shape and thus on the local speed on the profile. The local speed on
the profile is in general related to the
• thickness distribution of the vane shape
• the turning and thus the load of the vane and
• the incidence angle of the vane
It can be concluded that regions with accelerated flow have a decreasing influence on the
pressure level while low speed regions have an increasing effect on the pressure level.
As already stated in the work of Favrat[1] the suction side of the vane sees a pressure peak
due the reflection of the incoming shock and the pressure side experiences the diffracted
shock and its pressure variation.
In a further step of the analysis the pressure envelope on the upstream vane and the rotor
forcing function are plotted together in figure 4.35(a) and figure 4.35(b). At this point
the author reminds the theory of von Neumann about regular shock reflection and its
simplified interpretation proposed by Suter and Bölcs in chapter 4.3.2. The simplified
diagram (figure 4.10(b)) shows that for reflection angles varying between 0° and 45° the
amplification level is in the order of the square of the initial shock strength. The diffraction
of the pressure wave has no amplification effect on the PS side of the upstream vane.
Morfey and Fisher described within their model the non-disturbed propagation of pres-
sure waves emitted by a transonic rotor. This pressure envelope was called the rotor
forcing function. Taking now into consideration that the pressure wave is amplified by
the reflection of the wave on the SS of an upstream situated vane, an additional amplified
pressure envelope is sketched in the following diagrams together with the results from the
numerical investigation.
Thus the square of the rotor forcing function (FF), the amplified rotor forcing function
(FF2) is added to the graph indicated as a dashed-dotted line. The amplified rotor forcing
function will now be compared with the vane SS while the simple rotor forcing function
will be taken into account when the the shock is diffracted on the PS of the upstream
vane.
The TE region of both vane shapes (figure 4.35(a) and figure 4.35(a)) presents a maximum
pressure of at least 1.3 non-dimensional pressure. The peaks are about 25% higher than
the pressure reached by the rotor forcing function for the same location without upstream
vane and about 8% higher than the amplified rotor forcing function.
Comparing the evolution of the pressure distribution for case A and case B towards the
LE it becomes obvious that for both cases the curves do not fit to the analytic model.
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Figure 4.35: Comparison of the rotor forcing function, amplified rotor forcing function
and surface pressure
The relative values instead, the difference between minimum and maximum pressure, are
used for a further analysis. For clarification the difference between the min. and the max.
pressure along the chord are plotted together in the figures 4.36(a) and 4.36(b) for the
forcing function, the amplified forcing function and the calculated surface pressure on SS
and PS.
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Figure 4.36: Comparison of the pressure difference on vane surface
The plots show that the decay of the maximum pressure envelope of case A is following
in tendency the amplified forcing function of the rotor. The decay of the pressure wave
in the strut section is similar to the decay in the flow field without vane.
The decay of the maximum pressure envelope of case B instead is very steep and crosses
the amplified forcing function already at 80% chord. Its decay rate obviously strongly
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depends on the flow speed in the vane channel. The flow is accelerated because of the
the shape of the vane. This results in a slightly lower pressure amplitude. The biggest
impact on the pressure level can be ssen in the region at arround 30% chord where the
IGV has the biggest loading.
The envelope of the minimum pressure on the PS of both vanes is very similar, it almost
follows the envelope of the rotor forcing function. The incoming shock is diffracted at the
profile TE and the shock is diffracted on the PS without any further impact on the local
pressure, similar to what is shown in figure 4.37 describing the Huygen-Fresnel Principle
direction of wave propagation
circular propagation of
the diffracted waves
undisturbed
waves
incomming
waves
flat surface
Figure 4.37: Diffraction of planar waves on the corner of a flat wall
It should be noted that the numerical investigation and thus the boundary conditions for
the calculations have a certain impact on decay rates. These rates strongly depend on the
mesh quality as well as the applied numerical model. A brief analysis of these parameters
is drawn in the appendix C.
4.8 Key Findings and Conclusion of Chapter 4
The findings as well as the procedure of the simulation and the analytic analysis of two
different vane shapes interacting with a bow-shock locked to the LE of a transonic rotor
blade are summarised in the following:
The following key words are used in order to highlight the findings made within this part
of the investigation.
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Snapshot Analysis: The calculated transient flow-field of an IGV has been compared
with an unloaded vane (strut) for six rotor positions using Q3D calculations applying
the same rotor forcing function for both cases. The forcing function is dominated
by the rotor bow shock.
Force Vector Trajectory: A special plot type showing the transient force vector tra-
jectory on the loaded vane was presented. It allows for a fast comparison of the
unsteady vane load for different vane shapes. The comparison of the force vector
trajectory of the cases A and B shows the influence of the vane shape on the acting
force. The force vector trajectory describes an "8" for case A which means that the
response of the vane in axial direction due to the rotor forcing function is twice
the blade passage frequency. This observation cannot be made for case B where
the axial loading of the vane is dominating the shape of the of the force vector
trajectory.
Rotor Forcing Function: The rotor forcing function was determined with the help of
isolated rotor blade calculations and then compared to a semi-analytic model. The
model agrees well with the results from the calculation.
Amplification: The transient pressure distribution on the surface of a vane situated in
front of a transonic compressor blade is dominated by two phenomena. The bow
shock interacting with the vane surface is always reflected by the shock facing side
and diffracted by the other side. The reflection amplifies the initial shock strength
and the diffraction partly absorbs the shock strength.
Design Tool: Using a semi-analytic model to describe the rotor forcing function of a
transonic rotor and considering the amplification due to shock reflection it was
shown to deliver reasonable values of the peak pressure load on the vane surface.
The decay rate of an "amplified" shock propagating along the strut was in good
agreement with numerical results. The application of the models of von Neumann
and Morfey and Fisher can be used to predict the shock strength on a vane profile
based on few parameters. The case of an upstream vane with turning (IGV) can
be predicted taking into account a certain offset for the initial condition which is
related to non constant flow speed along the IGV pressure and suction side.
Code: Proposals for an enhancement of the numerical methods were made. The biggest
improvement for investigations focusing on shock-surface interaction problems can
probably be made using automatic refinement mechanism for transient calculations.
Furthermore four different key parameters are defined showing an impact on the behaviour
of the shock propagation upstream of the rotor.
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Vane Working Surface: The working surface of the vane is responsible for the transient
load in axial and circumferential direction due to shock surface interaction.
Vane Stagger Angle I: Two vanes with 0° and 20° stagger angle have been compared
regarding the amplification effect due to the reduced interaction angle between up-
stream profile surface and shock surface. This moderate difference in vane surface
inclination, however, did not yield different amplification of the shock wave strength
on the shock facing vane surface. No influence of this parameter on the damping
effect due to diffraction of the shock wave on the TE was observed.
Vane Stagger Angle II: The vane stagger angle of the vane determines the region of
interaction of the reflected pressure wave. In case A the reflected pressure wave
remains in the vane passage and propagates upstream leaving its signature on the
adjacent vane. The reflected pressure wave in case B interacts with the following
bow shock and disturbs the inlet flow of the transonic rotor.
Vane Shape: The decay rate of the shock strength depends upon the local flow speed
of the vane profile. In case of a turbine blade geometry such as an IGV, the flow
is accelerated from LE to TE thus the shock strength of an upstream propagating
shock wave is rapidly decreasing. The decay rate of the shock strength for a shock
propagating upstream along a strut is similar to the decay rate of a shock along a
clean duct and can be predicted with the semi-analytic model.
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One Stage Transonic Compressor
The present chapter comprises the analysis of the experimental data obtained from mea-
surements in the transonic compressor stage. The stage had been tested at design and
off-design conditions. The varying parameters were as following: the rotational speed,
the spacing between vane row and the rotor blisk and the throttling of the closed loop.
The following types of measurements are presented:
• efficiency measurements using the torque and the flow meter
• steady state measurements with wedge and temperature probes at the stage inlet
and outlet
• steady state vane surface pressure measurements at 87.5% span
• transient measurements of vane surface pressure with unsteady pressure transducers
at 87.5% span
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5.1 Analytic Approach
The objective of the current research project was described in chapter 1.2 and driven by
the results of similar research activities. While numerical tools are equipped with various
possibilities of analysing results the author likes to recall the simple relation between
surface pressure distribution, circumferential force (lifting force) and exit flow angle of an
IGV.
A control volume is defined limited by the inlet and exit plane of an IGV and the profile
suction and pressure side. A force acting on the profile in circumferential direction Fu
can be expressed as
Fu = m˙tw2u − m˙tw1u (5.1)
where m˙t is the mass flow through the channel and wu is the velocity of the flow in
circumferential direction. In the presented case the velocity in section 1 is axial only and
the equation can be simplified to
w2u =
Fu
m˙t
=
Fu
ρ1w1 t B
(5.2)
t represents the spacing and B the height of the blade channel which is set to 1. The exit
angle can be described as
tan β =
w2u
w1
(5.3)
Equation 5.2 and equation 5.3 result in
tan β =
Fu
ρ1w12 t
(5.4)
where the axial velocity w1 and the the density ρ1 can be deviated from measurements
ρ1 =
p
R1 T1
(5.5)
and the force in circumferential direction is the integral of the surface pressure values over
the IGV surface.
Fu = FA − FB (5.6)
Finally t can be calculated at the channel height of interest for a given number of vanes.
t =
2 rLEpi
16
(5.7)
The sketch 5.1 refers to the main values.
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These few equations give the relation between circumferential force and flow deviation
angle for an arbitrary profile. The assumption was made in the presented literature that
the interaction process of the upstream propagating shock with the upstream situated
vane can change the load of the vane and thus produce the experienced reduction of
mass flow of the SMI rig in the laboratories of the US Air Force. As the interaction
process is limited to the region where the rotor experiences supersonic inlet conditions,
only the upper 50% of the channel height can contribute to that mass flow variation. The
measurements in the SMI rig show a total mass flow reduction by about 0.7%, thus the
upper channel part has to contribute about 1.15% of mass flow variation which can be
achieved according to the presented analysis by about 2 degree of additional flow turning
realized in the inlet guide vane. Considering these conditions, the pressure difference
between suction und pressure side should increase by about 10% in order to realize a
similar impact on the mass flow through the section as observed in the SMI rig.
5.2 Experimental Setup
Measurements were taken at the flow conditions described in table 5.1.
name speed n/n0 rotor inlet speed accuracy [%]
SP1 9100 0.56 subsonic 0.25
SP2 14500 0.91 supersonic in tip region only 0.18
SP3 16000 1.00 supersonic from mid section to tip section 0.21
Table 5.1: Speed lines
SP1 represents the speed where the rotor tip reaches sonic inlet conditions. SP2 is a
typical part speed line and its precise speed was chosen in order to avoid vibrational
problems of the stage following the vibration analysis shown in figure 2.8 and figure 2.9.
SP3 represent the design speed of the engine. These values are equal for all axial spacings
with the accuracy indicated in table 5.1.
name mm
close 10.5 + 5
mid 10.5 + 7
far 10.5 + 5 + 7
Table 5.2: Spacing between rotor and IGV at 87.5 % channel height
The three different axial spacings between rotor and IGV are realized using distance rings
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of 5mm and 7mm size adjusting the indicated dimensions with the smallest gap being
favourable to achieve a strong shock vane interaction.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic description of the 2D shock set-up in front of a rotor leading edge
showing the sonic point dividing the bow shock into a strong and a weak part
Bölcs [19] defined a discrete distance which indicates whether an shock-vane interaction
is of weak or of strong nature. The distance is defined by the sonic point as the limiter
between the weak and the strong part of a bow shock. Figure 5.1 schematically sketches
this distance. If the axial spacing between a rotor and an upstream vane becomes small
enough and the bow shock is pushed away from the LE the shock part located between
the sonic point and the rotor LE interacts with the structure of the vane. The impact of
the shock on the upstream geometry is maximum for this case.
Regarding the design of the rotor blade in figure 2.6(a) with a stacking point located in
the centre of gravity of the blade it is obvious that a gap of 10.5mm on streamline 8
(87.5% span) results in an axial gap of below 3mm at 40% channel height which is the
height where the closest gap between IGV and rotor appears for the current vane-blade
design. For security reasons, the closest distance appeared to be risky for the structural
integrity of the stage and was therefore excluded from the analysis.
Three different operating points (different throttling positions) have been tested for every
speed line. With increasing back pressure, the mass flow is reduced and the incidence
angle to the rotor increases which results in a more detached bow shock. It turned out to
be difficult to obtain comparable operating points at the three axial spacings at transonic
flow conditions. The pressure in the circuit was always kept slightly higher than the
current ambient pressure thus varying between 930mbar and 1020mbar.
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5.3 Steady State Flow
In the following part, the flow behind the stator of the originally 1.5 stages is presented.
A source of loss production was determined for increased throttling. Due to the obtained
results the decision was made to remove the stator, analysing a single stage only. In the
second part the results of the close spacing measurements for three operating points and
three speed lines are presented showing steady state results of global values, of the flow
field behind the rotor and on the vane surface. The results from the close spacing analysis
were chosen because they should show best the influence of any transient interaction
process on the mean footprint of the stage boundary conditions. The results are compared
to results from simulations of the design process and the Q3D solver.
5.3.1 Loss Production at Stator Exit
The engine was originally designed as a 1.5 stage transonic compressor with 16 IGVs, a
blisk with 17 blades and a stator with 32 vanes. The design description was presented in
chapter 2.2.2. A stator at the exit of such an engine is generally used in order to reduce
the swirl behind the test section and was designed for an exit flow angle of α = −10°. A
multiple number of the IGVs was chosen for the number of stator blades in order to reduce
the loss production due to clocking by optimized indexation between IGV and stator row.
Figure 5.2 shows the total pressure field at the stator exit between two vanes for two
operating points at design speed. The most pronounced pressure regions are marked with
an arrow in order to visualize the difference in total pressure. The rotational direction of
the rotor for this view is from right to the left. It turned out that the stator is highly miss
matched for increased throttling as can be seen in 5.2(b). The hub clearance produces an
important secondary flow. The averaged total pressure decreased for increased throttling.
The presented loss production is partly attributed to the stator. The number of stator
vanes (32) is quite high and together with a high flow turning design with more than 30°, a
thin vane shape combined with a thin LE, the range of possible incidence angles with low
losses of the stator is very small. The described observation leads to the assumption that a
bad incidence angle at the stator inlet results in high loss generation. Thus the stator was
removed to avoid these losses which are probably super-positioned with an effect that can
be attributed to a shock-IGV interaction mechanism having its origin further upstream
in the stage. Nevertheless we now expect a rotor exit flow field which does not match the
design boundary conditions described in the chapter 5.3.3.
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Figure 5.2: Total pressure measured at the stator exit for two throttling positions for the
same axial spacing and speedline.
5.3.2 Global Results
The global results concern the overall characteristics of the compressor stage. The total
pressure ratio between inlet and outlet was determined from aerodynamic and temper-
ature probe measurements. The efficiency is determined by the values obtained from
aerodynamic, temperature, torque and mass flow measurements. The compressor maps
for the close axial spacing showing efficiency and pressure ratio over mass flow are plotted
in figure 5.3 and figure 5.4.
The branch of SP1 in figure 5.3 describes a typical behaviour of a subsonic compressor or
a transonic compressor running at part speed. After few throttling of the compressor the
maximum efficiency is reached and decreases rapidly for further throttling. The mass flow
decreases significantly. With increasing speed the branch becomes steeper and throttling
has less influence on the mass flow reduction. For SP3, the design speed, the branch
shows a steep increase of efficiency and stagnation pressure rate with only very little
reduction of mass flow. This can be explained with the supersonic flow regime for the
upper 50% of the rotor blade height. In this section the velocity through the compressor
is limited by a channel shock situated in the blade passage. A schematic view of the shock
position was already presented in chapter 4.3.2 and is sketched in 4.10(a). With further
engine throttling the shock is pushed forward in the blade passage. The peak efficiency
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Figure 5.3: Compressor map for close configuration - ηis vs. m˙red
is reached when the channel shock and the the bow shock merge to one single shock
attached to the LE. The decay of mass flow becomes significant with further increased
throttling. A transonic compressor can increase the stagnation pressure ratio over a large
range with only little influence on the mass flow. The overall mass flow reduction for such
a compressor type is basically allocated to the subsonic region of the rotor inlet flow, close
to the hub. The presented compressor map has to be considered as incomplete because
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Figure 5.4: Compressor map for close and far configuration - Πc vs. m˙red
corresponding to the explanation above the peak efficiency was not reached. For further
throttling the compressor map would show an increase of efficiency and total pressure
ratio. The branch in the pressure ratio versus mass flow map will increase further until
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a certain pressure ratio is reached and will than slightly decrease together with a rapid
decrease of the mass flow. For a complete compressor characteristic the throttling should
be increased until the surge limit is reached.
The transonic compressor test facility of the LTT was rebuild in a first phase of the
project for reasons of reliability although the gearbox remained the same for in the new
arrangement. It figured out that the instability introduced by the gearbox into the system
is significant and limits the operation range of the test facility as shown in chapter 2.3.1.
The vibration measurements clearly identify region where vibrations (RMS value) exceed
an acceptable limit. According to the figures 2.8(a) - 2.9(b) the rotational speed required
for SP3 is outside of these regions. Within intensive test runs a first approach to higher
power consumption than required for operating point OP3 lead to a failure of the gear box
and required a 3 month repair work. Further approaches after this repair work towards
higher torque transmission were followed by several security shut downs driven by the
security clutch of the system. The security clutch is situated between the electric motor
and the gearbox thus limiting the power to be introduced into the fast rotating system;
see figure 2.4.
The reliability of the gearbox is only guaranteed for limited torque transmission. At higher
operating ranges the gearbox generates losses that exceed the limit of the security clutch.
For the sake of the project, further operation at a higher operating point was considered
as not necessary for the current research work, thus measurements were obtained for a
moderate operating range only.
Regarding the results of the SMI rig as presented in chapter 1.2.2 it becomes obvious
that even within the limited operating range of the test facility the influence of the axial
spacing on the mass flow should become visible.
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5.3.3 Design Point for Rotor Exit Flow Field
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Figure 5.5: S1 solution of the solver cg 018 from Alstom Baden/CH.
The presented result in figure 5.5 is obtained by a S1 computation made within the design
process of the transonic rotor. It shows the relative rotor exit values alpha, Mach number,
static and total pressure plotted over 9 streamlines. The streamline heights are attributed
to the radius as plotted in figure 2.6(a). A mass flow of about 7 kg/s was expected for
this aerodynamic setup.
Beta increases from 30° to 65° which results with the increasing velocity in circumferential
direction in an almost constant absolute flow angle alpha. The Mach number increases
slightly from 0.6 to 0.8 between hub and tip which results also in an almost constant
absolute Mach number. The static pressure rises from hub to tip between 105 and 118
kPa and the total pressure between 120 and 185 kPa.
The plot shows typical evolution of the flow field behind a transonic rotor. The values
agree well with the commonly known exit flow of a highly loaded compressor rotor. The
frames highlighted in yellow indicate the region between hub and tip in which probe
measurements were carried out for.
It should be noted that streamline 1 and streamline 9 are theoretical streamlines only
and are located within the solid of the machine. Thus streamline 1 has an inlet radius of
78mm and streamline 9 an inlet radius of 123mm. The machined inlet hub radius is at
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80mm and the inlet casing radius is at 120mm. A detailed description of the test section
geometry is given in chapter 2.2.2.
A comparison of these results with those obtained from "TRANSROT" a Q3D program
developed by Bölcs shows good agreement as shown on table F.1.
5.3.4 Rotor Exit Flow Field
In following chapter a set of three times three operating points for the close spacing ma-
chine setup was chosen in order to analyse the measurements for one compressor map. The
results are presented in the figures 5.6 to 5.14 starting with speed line three (16000rpm)
and ending with the operating points for speed line one (9000rpm).
The plots show the reduced values at the rotor exit. Data reduction was done according
to the description in chapter 3.5 following the recommendation of Fruböse [75]. The
acquisition procedure is described briefly in chapter 3.2.2. The plots show the rotor exit
values alpha, Mach number, static and total pressure plotted for 13 measurement points
from 10%-90% channel height. Below the two plots the values for the total pressure ratio,
the efficiency (as per chapter 3.2.4), reduced torque, speed and mass flow are indicated.
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Figure 5.6: OP1 - close spacing - 16000rpm
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Figure 5.7: OP2 - close spacing - 16000rpm
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Figure 5.8: OP3 - close spacing - 16000rpm
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Figure 5.9: OP1 - close spacing - 14500rpm
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Figure 5.10: OP2 - close spacing - 14500rpm
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Figure 5.11: OP3 - close spacing - 14500rpm
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Figure 5.12: OP1 - close spacing - 9000 rpm
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Figure 5.13: OP2 - close spacing - 9000 rpm
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In the following the results are discussed and compared with the design point as calculated
in the S1 calculations and presented in figure 5.5. Further calculations have been executed
by Bölcs [21] with his Q3D program. The results from this computation are visualized
in the presented figures 5.6 - 5.14 as non-filled symbols. Bölcs applied the measured
static pressure ratio to the cases and obtained results which correlate very good with the
measured values over the channel height.
Exit Flow Angle The absolute exit flow angle along the span shows a constant value
from hub to 60% channel height for all operating points and all speedlines. With increasing
channel height the angle increases rapidly. The global value for alpha depends upon the
rotational speed thus increases between SP1 and SP3. OP2-SP3 does not show the linear
increase of the flow angle between hub and tip as it was expected and obtained from
numerialc calculation. An increasing angle in the tip section might be caused by strong
wake generation or even separation.
Mach Number The Mach number distribution decreases slightly from hub to tip, a
behaviour of the rotor exit flow which becomes also visible in the low total pressure in
span wise direction. This behaviour is visible for both values over the entire operation
range of the engine. For OP2-SP3, the Mach number decrease from hub to tip from 0.7
to 0.6. The design shows an increase of the Mach number between hub and tip from 0.63
to 0.8 instead.
Total Pressure Similar to the Mach number the total pressure decreases from hub to
tip for the entire operating range. In OP2-SP3 the total pressure decreases from 1.4 bar
to 1.35 bar with increasing channel height. Although this decay is moderate, it should
show however a almost constant distribution of the total pressure in span wise direction.
Static Pressure The static pressure instead shows good agreement with the results
from the design. With increasing channel height the static pressure increases from 1.06
to 1.12 bar. The results from static pressure were compared with the values at the casing
and the shroud of the test section and situated within a difference of about 4%. The
global static pressure tendency shows a linear increase from hub to tip.
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5.3.5 Comparison of Far versus Close Spacing
Global Results: A comparison of the two results with the axial spacings close and far
for SP2 is sketched in figure 5.15. It should give an answer on the primary question and
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of the total pressure ratio on SP3 for two different axial spacings
objective of this work whether the axial spacing has an influence on the mean footprint
of the rotor or not. We can see clearly that the two operating points OP1 and OP2 are
almost identical for the two axial spacings and also OP3 is situated on the same speed
line curve, although the operating points are not identical. Following these global results
we can state that the interaction of the transient pressure variation on the upstream vane
has measurable influence on the mean footprint of the stage. This statement is valid for
a moderate operating range and distances varying between 15.5mm and 22.5mm axial
spacing at 87.5% channel height.
Vane Surface Pressure: The vane surface pressure was considered as another impor-
tant indicator for the time averaged surface pressure. In figure 5.16 the surface pressure
obtained from numerical results is shown and compared with the pressure obtained by the
discrete steady pressure taps described in chapter 3.2.1. The values show good agreement
with the numerical results, although the pressure distribution of the numerical investi-
gation show an almost constant offset to the data obtained from measurements. The
numerical results show a higher surface pressure yielding a lower isentropic Mach number
on the profile. This can be explained with the fact that the numerical results estimate
wrong the mass flow obtained through a Q3D stream sheet. The real conditions in the test
section are highly 3D and the strip approach of a Q3D calculation is only approximatively
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valid. A small offset is visible between the results from close and far spacing indicating
the already stated difference in the operating point as shown above. The measured sur-
face pressures show the same tendency as the data obtained through computation thus
indicating that the IGV matches its design intent. An influence of the time dependent
pressure fluctuation on the IGV, generated by an upstream travelling shock wave is not
visible.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of the vane surface pressure between numerical results and mea-
sured data.
Rotor Exit Flow Field: The overall tendency of the 4 variables between hub and tip is
similar over the entire operating range. Regardless the operating rang, whether it is sub
or transonic, the values measured at the rotor exit flow field remain almost constant in
their evolution but have different mean values.
The total pressure level was analysed and compared with the results obtained from the
numerical investigations. The evolution of these values shows for some points potential
for optimization. Three possible parameters were determined which shall be in the focus
of further optimization.
• A tip clearance of 1.25% of channel height for the current rotor blade design was
chosen following the study of Layachi [2]. Layachi reached with his setup, a 1.5 stage
subsonic compressor, a static pressure ratio in air of 1.07[-]. It turned out, that
because of the small pressure rise discussed in the referenced study secondary losses
such as tip leakage flow had not a big influence on the channel flow. In transonic
compressors a static pressure rise of 1.15 and higher can easily be obtained. For high
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pressure ratios as they are possible in transonic compressors, the chosen clearance
is too large.
• The described loss mechanism is even amplified by the appearance of the thick
boundary layer at the casing. An interaction of the boundary layer attached to the
casing and the tip clearance flow make it impossible to associated the observed flow
phenomena within this region to an origin. Figure 5.17 shows the measurements
carried out with a pitot cobra probe in the inlet region of the IGV. The values were
made dimensionless through division by total pressure upstream of the test section
and show similar results to those of Layachi [2].
• The Mach number distribution on the blade surface exceeds M=1.3 in front of the
channel shock. Thus separation can be expected which might even been amplified
by the transient shock-vane interaction.
• Pressure measurements were obtained with a 4-hole wedge probe. This probe ob-
serves a fluctuation of pressure with strong gradients due to the rotation of the rotor
upstream of the probe. In measurements behind stationary vane rows the pressure
tap of the probe experiences a constant pressure level during acquisition time. The
spatial discretisation in circumferential direction is realized by pivoting the probe
behind the rotor exit. Behind turning blades, the values obtained in circumferential
direction are mean values. They are averaged by the acquisition technique. The
values measured with this device do not deliver any information about signal differ-
ences as they appear while the blades pass in front of the probe. Assuming a large
rotor wake especially in the upper channel height it becomes clear that the shown
results for flow exit angle, total pressure and Mach number can only be compared
with caution to the numerical results from the S1 calculation.
Time-dependent probe measurements behind the rotor are recommended for precise
analysis of the exit flow field giving information about wake thickness and pressure
maxima and minima.
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Figure 5.17: Dimensionless total pressure upstream of IGV
5.4 Time Dependent Flow
The steady state analysis as well as the comparison of the results obtained for the close
and the far spacing configuration showed that the transient pressure fluctuation, result-
ing from the high frequency passage of the shock, interacting with the upstream IGV
has no measurable influence on the engine performance. Thus the presented analysis of
the time-dependent flow focuses on the capability of the Q3D solver in order to predict
the measured time-dependent pressure variation on the IGV surface. Transient surface
pressure measurements on two adjacent IGVs are presented in this chapter. With the on-
going of this project some transducers were lost and only half of the transducers delivered
reliable data for the different measuring set-ups in order to compare results between close
and far spacing. Thus the measurements with the transducers SS3, SS4, PS2, PS3, PS4,
PS5 were used in order to compare the far with the close spacing configuration. The
entire data acquisition process and the following post processing was described in detail
in chapter 3.3
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5.4.1 Transient Surface Pressure
The pressure fluctuation on the pressure side obtained from measurements for the close
spacing configuration at the design point are compared with the results obtained from
numerical investigation for almost identical operating points. The numerical results are
presented for discrete positions defined as percent of chord length [x/c] on the vane surface,
identical to the location of the pressure transducers on the vane in the experimental case.
The numbering of the transducers is oriented according to the definition made in chapter
3.3.3. The used order follows the propagation of the shock travelling from 1(IGV TE) to
6(IGV LE).
Pressure Side: The results are presented normalized by the static pressure at the
location of each pressure transducer as measurements were conducted in AC mode only
not taking into account the DC component of the signal. The results from numerical
and experimental investigation are presented in figure5.18 together for six pressure taps,
depending upon the availability of the values.
Both data sets show similar evolution of a pressure wave travelling from the IGV TE
to the IGV LE. The signature of the pressure wave on the recorded surface location is
similar for the numerical and the experimental case. The signature of the numerical record
shows a distinct double peak for PS1 which decays while travelling upstream. Further
upstream only one peak remains visible in the pressure signature. Regarding the signature
obtained from measurements this double peak is less dominant for PS2 and is not visible
for any other signature recorded further upstream of the IGV. The signal amplitude of
the available measured records is similar to the results obtained from numerical analysis.
The FFT of the measured signals for the PS is presented in figure 5.19 and clearly shows
the 17th engine order of the rotor (17 rotor blades) which is equal to the blade passage
frequency. Further harmonics are plotted up to the 102 engine order. The plot indicates
the magnitude of the FFT for the 4 transient pressure transducers located at 4 different
chord length on the PS. We should keep in mind, that all transducers with index 1-3 are
of surface mounted type and the transducers with index 4-6 are integrated in the vane
and connected via two volumes with the surface. The details can be obtained in table
3.3 and the following figure 3.6(b). The signal of the surface mounted transducers (66.7%
and 80.8% chord) on the rear part of the vane dominate the higher engine orders while
the transducer located in the front region is only visible for engine order 17 and 34. For
higher harmonics its content almost dissappears. Two parameters have an influence on
the magnitude of the different engine orders for each transducer.
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Figure 5.18: Results obtained from measurements on the IGV PS for OP2-SP3
• The first is of course based on the decay of the signal due to viscous dissipation of
the pressure wave while travelling upstream.
• The second one becomes clear when regarding the filter effect of the connecting
volumes as already described in in chapter 3.3.3 and will be briefly re discussed in
the following.
The influence of the gas properties on the filter function of these volumes is important.
With the calculation of Keefe [12] an estimation of the eigenfrequency of this filter system
is possible but the result is also very sensitive to little modification of the describing
geometries. A wrong estimation of these volumes can shift the eigenfrequency and thus the
filter limit to values below the region of the 51 engine order (3×17×267Hz = 13617Hz).
Thus it is possible, that the indicated magnitude of the transducers PS4 and PS5 show
for higher engine orders than 34 also the influence of the volumes/cavities connected to
the transducer.
Suction Side Similar to the pressure side, data is also available for the suction side.
On this side measured data for only two transducers is available. Comparing the data
sets of measured and numerical obtained results we can see that the amplitude and as
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Figure 5.19: Spectral analysis of OP2 at 16k rpm for the close spacing configuration.
well the shape (rising and falling slope) match well. Even with this little information for
the SS it is possible to state that the pressure wave appears first on the transducer close
to the TE and then propagates upstream to the transducer located close to LE. An effect
that becomes more visible in the results obtained from numerical investigations.
In figure 5.21 the data was arranged in a different way showing instantaneous plots of the
pressure distribution on the IGV for 8 rotor positions in between one channel width. The
plots are arranged counter clock wise in this figure while the first plot with pos = 0 t
was set on the top center location. Within the further plots (turning counter-clockwise)
of this figure, the shock signature propagates upstream on the suction and the pressure
side. A new shock becomes visible for pos = 7/8 t. The suction side pressure shows a
sudden raise of the TE transducer. Measurements were available for only a few position
but these values agree well with the results of the numerical investigations.
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Figure 5.20: Results obtained from measurements on the IGV SS for OP2-SP3
5.5 Shock Decay
A comparison of the axial spacings far and close can be done easily with an envelope
plot as it was presented within the numerical study of this work. These plots indicate
the minimum and maximum pressure that can appear for a specific location on a vane.
For several points on a vane one can draw an envelope showing a specific shape which
depends not only on the vane shape but also on the boundary conditions of the flow
around the profile. Envelope plots are presented for the suction and the pressure surface
together with the results obtained from the numerical investigation. The results from
the numerical investigation are marked as discrete points at the location of the pressure
transducers although information is available for each grid point of the applied calculation
grid. At this point we can observe best the influence of the axial spacing on the maximum
pressure fluctuation observed on the vane surface. An increase of the spacing between the
close and far configuration reduces the pressure amplitude on the vane by almost 50%.
The relativ relation between the pressure maxima for the close solution are well predicted
with the numerical solution.
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It can be seen, that the amplification effect due to the shock surface interaction appears to
be predicted correctly although only few measuring points are available. On the pressure
side the pressure amplitude remains low over the entire chord. The effect of the ampli-
fication due to shock-surface interaction is not visible. This was already stated within
the numerical analysis of this study. The shock is refracted on the pressure side thus an
amplification effect can not appear.
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of pressure envelope obtained through numerical and experimen-
tal investigation on the IGV SS
Further, the values on the pressure side of the vane show a similar relation between the far
and the close configuration. The numerical prediction of the pressure amplitudes for both
sides appear to be slightly over predicted by the numerical solution. Similar comparison
between numerical and experimental results were conducted for
• the strut-shock interaction of the SMI testing rig by Gorrell et al. [4], [7]
• the stator-shock interaction of the transonic compressor of Purdue University by
Fleeter et al. [39]
All these comparisons showed similar to the presented case that the DC component of
the pressure fluctuation of the upstream propagating waves is captured adequately by
the applied numerical methods for the close region upstream of the shock emitting rotor.
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Difficulties appeared for the prediction of the phase information of the calculated signals.
This is in particular associate to the simplification made in order to avoid the calculation
of an entire rotor and vane/stator wheel. In such a case either the ratio of vane to rotor
channels is adapted or phase-lag boundary conditions are applied. For the numerical
prediction of the far spacing configurations the influence of the grid quality plays an
important role on the prediction of the correct pressure peaks on the vane surfaces. Details
to this topic were discussed already in chapter 4.
pressure side pressure transducer
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Figure 5.23: Comparison of pressure envelope obtained through numerical and experimen-
tal investigation on the IGV PS
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5.6 Conclusion of Chapter 5
5.6.1 Steady State Measurements
An experimental investigation of the shock-IGV interaction has been performed in the
compressor test facility of the LTT. Steady state measurements have been carried out and
analysed within this project. The measurements were compared with numerical results
realized for the design of test section whereas the principal results are listed below.
• The influence of the designed stator was shown to be too large. Thus the stator was
removed from the test section.
• Probe measurements were carried out behind the rotor.
• A comparison between the close and the far spacing was shown for the design
speedline showing no difference in total pressure ratio versus mass flow plot.
• The variation of the axial spacing of the vane blade spacing shows no significant
influence on the performance of the engine.
• The steady load measured with pressure taps on the IGV surface shows good agree-
ment in tendency with the numerical analysis.
• The vane load shows that the IGV matches its design intent no matter to the axial
spacing between IGV and rotor.
• With the applied tip clearance an effect like it was presented in the work of Layachi,
the propagation of the wake from the IGVs though the rotor, is smeared out. The
effect vanishes in the losses produced by the tip clearance flow.
• A possible effect such as loss generation due to of shock-structure interaction van-
ished in the large loss production mechanism which was attributed to the interaction
of tip clearance flow with the boundary layer at the inlet.
5.6.2 Transient Measurements
Within the experimental investigation of the flow field of the transonic stage, transient
measurements on the upstream vane surface have been conducted for different axial spac-
ings and can be summarized as following:
• The amplitudes of the shock signature were captured at different axial locations (on
one channel height) with transient pressure transducers on the IGV pressure and
suction side.
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• For one operating point these amplitudes were shown to agree well with the results
obtained by the calculations with a Q3D solver.
• The shape as well as the cycle time for decreasing and increasing ramps of the
measured signature agreed well with the numerical results
• The decay of the signal upstream on the vane surface follows approximatively the
1
x
-law as described by Hawkings [70].
• The impact of the pressure wave appears to be amplified on the suction side due to
the interaction process and propagates without any amplification upstream on the
pressure side. The decay of the signal is based on the viscous dissipation.
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A numerical, analytical and experimental investigation of the shock-IGV interaction in a
transonic compressor was presented. The main objective of the present work was to de-
termine the influence of axial spacing between rotor and IGV on the time-mean footprint
of the engine’s operating point such as mass flow and efficiency but also IGV surface pres-
sure. Every phase of the current research work was described in detail and its contribution
to prepare the experiment and analysing such a complex flow phenomenon is underlined.
The application range for each of the presented methods was determined carefully and
the limitations were discussed.
6.1 State of the Art
The reasons for this study was explained with the requirement of today’s aircraft engine
manufacturer and power generation companies to built optimized turbomachines and thus
compressors with relative inlet Mach numbers above Mach=1.
6.2 Test Facility
The use of heavy gas is a first step towards an approximative approach to the problem
as results from measurements conducted in heavy gas can not be transposed without
restrictions on real engines.
• The test facility was completely redesigned for the current research project taking
into account the compatibility of the used materials with the refrigerant.
• An inlet guide vane and a transonic rotor blisk together with a new shape of the
hub contour were designed and manufactured.
• The powering electric motor, its controls and the driving shaft of the engine were
changed for reasons of reliability.
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• The experimental study was accompanied with a huge effort to guarantee the im-
permeability of the closed loop keeping the heavy gas as pure as possible (below
1% of air in the circuit) including a complete change of the pressure tap tubing and
sealings in the circuit as well a precise analysis of the medium during operation with
a gas chromatograph.
6.3 Measuring Technique
The devices used for data acquisition were modernized and additional measuring tech-
nique were added in order to make the current research project possible while decreasing
acquisition time.
• The measuring technique for pressure and temperature was modified due to a change
of hard and software with the aim to reduce data acquisition time.
• Torque and speed measurements became possible by a torque meter integrated in
the shaft.
• A transient measuring system was developed with a data acquisition rate of 250kS/s
and integrated in the measuring chain.
• The unsteady pressure transducers were mounted on the IGV and calibrated in-situ.
6.4 Simulation and Theoretical Analysis
The shock-vane interaction was calculated time resolved for a 3D flow field. The variation
of the axial vane-blade spacing showed an influence on the time resolved total force on the
IGV as well as the time resolved massflow variation through the stage but no influence
on the mean massflow or the mean force acting on the vane was observed.
The shock-vane interaction process was calculated by means of a Q3D solver for two
different vane shapes. The flow field of the two cases were compared with the pressure
fluctuation of a single rotor blade calculation. The insertion of a vane in the undisturbed
rotor flow field changes the boundary conditions for the upstream propagating shock. The
influencing parameters were stated as follows:
• The vane working surface - referenced to as the projection surface in axial direction
of the upstream situated vane.
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• The vane stagger angle I - with its influence on the pressure wave propagation in
upstream direction.
• The vane stagger angle II - which is responsible for a pressure wave propagation
towards the adjacent rotor channel, disturbing the inlet flow field of the transonic
rotor.
• The vane shape, having an influence on the local flow speed thus influencing the
decay ratio of the upstream propagating pressure wave.
Further an analytic model was developed and compared with the results from the numer-
ical investigations. Based on the shock ratio in the rotor channel, the stagger angle of the
rotor and the stagger angle of the upstream vane the model predicts the relative pressure
amplitude on the upstream vane. The model shows good agreement with the numerical
results. Nevertheless the accuracy of the model strongly depends on the shape of the
upstream located vane. Thus a certain potential for improvement is seen in the further
investigation of this model.
6.5 Experimental Analysis
The experimental investigation was focusing on steady state and time dependent mea-
surements. The experimental investigation were limited by the reliability of the the test
facility for high operating regimes. Thus the compressor map was determined under re-
spect of these constraints. The obtained operating range only shows a limited performance
of the compressor. Additional a large tip clearance of the rotor blade is the source of an
important loss mechanism in the aerodynamic set-up.
Comparison of the steady state results for the two extreme blade-vane spacings shows that
the influence of the pressure wave emitted by the downstream rotor have no impact on
the time-mean values. Time dependent measurements show an influence of this spacing
on the amplitude of the measured values.
Measurements were compared with the numerical results from design and time-dependent
calculation and show in general a good accordance between numerically/analytically ob-
tained values and measurements. Further improvements of the analytical model with
regards to results from measurements appear to be most promising. Possible applications
for the model may also be found not only in the supersonic compressor aerodynamics but
also in supersonic shock systems related to turbine aerodynamics.
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A Specification of Refrigerants
Air R12 R134a
Molecular Weight [g/mol] 28.96 120.9 102.0
Speed of Sound [m/s] 330 149 160
Ratio of specific heats [−] 1.4 1.14 1.12
Viscosity [Pa s] 1.71E-05 1.16E-05 1.16E-05
Table A.1: R12 and R134a characteristics at 21°C / 1.013 bar
Refrigerant Formula ODP GWP Atm. life
R-12 CCl2F2 1 8500 100
R-134a CH2FCF3 0 1300 14
R-744 CO2 0 1 100
Table A.2: ODP: Ozone Depletion Potential relative to the effect of R-12, GWP: Global
Warming Potential relative to the effect of CO2, and mean life in the atmo-
sphere for three refrigerants
i
B TASCflow
Figure B.1: TASCflow environment
ii
B TASCflow
Figure B.2: 3D flow calculation - far configuration
Figure B.3: 3D flow calculation - close configuration
iii
C Code Assessment
The rotor stator modelling in today’s codes is still one of the most challenging issues in flow
simulation. On the basis of HT206, the solver developed by Ottmar Schäfer(ABB), the
code interfaces and in particular the post processing as well as a sophisticated automatism
for transient calculations have been developed in order to achieve the transient data
for this work. Within this work the author reached certain limits of the code and its
environment. The first thing to be remarked is the lack of multi-processor usage for the
available version and the resulting limitation of further grid refinement. Some points that
surely have an influence on the quality and the reliability of the presented results are
presented in the following.
C.0.1 Grid Refinement
Fine grids are necessary to grant a good communication between the rotating and non-
rotating frames. The zone of highest interest and of therefore high refinement are the
regions where flow phenomena propagate downstream (wakes) or upstream (shocks). The
plot in figure C.1 focuses on the trailing edge region of case A . This case section illustrates
the problem when a fine grid resolution in the vane wake region is connected with the
coarse grid of the rotor block mid channel region using a chimera border. The entropy rise
of the vane wake is smeared once it enters the rotor block. The total amount of loss was
shown to stay constant over the chimera border but the wake loses its sharpness and thus
its impact on the flow field of the following rotor row. For a detailed analysis of the blade
row interaction problems this yields the need for a high refinement for every multi block.
Grids of high resolution, of course, increase the overall calculation time considerably. For
the presented cases a maximum of nodes was given by the used grid generator which was
exhaust within this work. Instead, the optimum would be to use a rather coarse grid
together with an adaptive refined grid in the regions of strong gradients.
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C Code Assessment
Figure C.1: Spread of the entropy while the grid border
C.0.2 Numerical Model
Choosing a value for y+ ≤ 2 is of higher interest for one equation turbulence models like
Baldwin&Lomax. Without a resolution of the laminar sub layer effects like boundary
layer separation due to pressure gradient imposed externally by the shock wave are diffi-
cult to quantify. The grid generator used has its limits at small values of y+ thus the code
is probably not able to capture exactly shock-induced boundary layer separation as pre-
sented recently by Gorrell [7]. The Navier-Stokes code works with the Jameson scheme, a
standard schema for stabilizing centralized numerical methods. With this scheme artifi-
cial viscosities is added to reduce low frequency oscillation of the calculation and reduces
the magnitude of the solution while locating shocks. In literature this is known as a
shock-capturing scheme which is accurate for the determination of shock positions. The
use of artificial viscosity absorbs partially unsteady fluctuation in such a calculation, thus
a comparison of a different numerical method for shock capturing such as AUSM1 would
be an interesting next step.
Fine grids are necessary to resolve the boundary sub layer, a region of high interest when
shock induced boundary layer separation is in the focus of the investigation. Again, an
adaptive grid generator is recommended to optimize the calculation time and the spatial
resolution in region of steep pressure gradients. A comparison of the results with a dif-
ferent numerical scheme such as AUSM is recommended in order to see the influence of
the Jameson artificial viscosity on the solution.
1advection-upstream-splitting-method
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D Automation
D.1 Data Conversion Subroutine
Code section written in Perl Practical Extraction and Report Language required for data
conversion between the toro card binary format and the ASCII format.
sub readbinary{
binmode IN; #set binary mode for data input
my $template = "f";
my $recordsize = length(pack($template, ()));
while (read(IN, my $record, $recordsize))
{
my ($var) = unpack($template, $record); }
...
...
}
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E Measurement devices
E.1 Venturi Type
Figure E.1: Venturi Flow Meter
The specific dimensions (diameter and surface) of the nozzle are as following:
D = 0.310m
d = 0.2026m
β = d
D
= 0.6535
AD = 0.0754768m2
Ad = 0.0322317m2
m = Ad
AD
= 0.427125
E.2 Instrumented IGV
vii
E Measurement devices
Figure E.2: The fully instrumented IGVs with hub inlet cone.
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F Design
F.1 Rotor Design
Figure F.1: 3D view of the rotor
ix
F Design
F.2 Design Test Section
varaiable cg018 TRANSROTOR
mass flow [kg
s
] 7 7.11
βin [°] 32 31.3
βout [°] 63 60
Mwin [-] 0.6 0.57
Mwout [-] 0.815 0.84
p3in [-] 1050 1086
p3out [-] 1180 1176
pw3in [-] 1240 1312
Pw3out [-] 1820 1737
Table F.1: Comparison of the design results of cg018 with TRANSROTOR
F.3 Test Section
x
F Design
Figure F.2: 2D view of test section and shaft.
xi
G Coding
G.1 MATLAB - Transfer Function for Cavities
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